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Bronco rodeo attracts
.cowboys from Rockies
Top collegiate cowboys and
cowgirls from twelve Rocky
Mountain region colleges and
universities will ride for day.
money and league leading
points April 22 and 23 when the
annual Buster Bronco Rodeo is
hosted by Boise State University
at the Western Idaho Fair-
grounds.
BSU Rodeo President Craig
Deveny (Dah- Vin-ce) says the
show is the seventh event in a
twelve-rodeo schedule hosted
by member schools in the Rocky
Mountain league from January
through late May.
, He says entries are already
coming in from Brigham Young,
Utah State, Idaho State and the
University of Utah, plus from
college cowboys and cowgirls at
Dixie, Snow, Southern Idaho,
Utah Tech and Weber State
colleges.
BSU Club Advisor Bob Hall
promises what he calls "one of
the valley's best rodeo shows"
for fans who buy tickets for one
of the three shows during the
two-day run. Event times are
Friday afternoon, Saturday
morning and Saturday evening
for the finals. "College rodeo is
a fairly new development in
Treasure Valley ... we have club
members working on this one to
make it as well-produced and
colorful, for fans, as any
R.C.A. professional show",
says Hall.
Ticket sales will begin Monday
, April 11, at a series of
locations around Treasure
Valley, those to be announced
later this week", he adds.
Spanis'h campus to accept 30
Applications for Boise State
University's "Campus in
Spain" foreign studies program
are now being accepted, accord-
ing to Dr. Pat.Bieter of the BSU
School of Education. .
The studies abroad program,
about to enter its third year, is
housed in Onate, a small town in
the north of Spain near the
coastal city of Bilbao.
Costs for the year are $3,800,
which includes air fare, tuition,
room and board and some tours
of the area.
Prospective students must
Resident director position open
The Office of Student Residen-
tial Life is taking applications
for the position of Resident
Director for 1977 -78. The
,
Evans proclaims H.E. Week
Gov. Evans has proclaimed
April 1o~17 as Idaho Home
Economics Week.
Home economics faculty and
students are actively involved in
acquainting others with the
values and the many facets of
home economics. According to
Geraldine Johnson, Committee
co-chairman, the week promises
to be informative and rewarding
for everyone.
II
Proposed activities include:
1. Panel discussions at area
high schools depicting what
home economists do in their
respective areas. Dr. Scrimsher,
Dr. Swain, and Mrs. Eyre are
faculty taking part on these
panals.
2. The BSU Home Economics
Dept. and the Vocational School
Child Care Services are hosting
an open house on campus in
their respective departments.
Invitations have b~en extended
to area high school students.
3. S.H.E.A., the BSU Student
Home Economics Association, is
concentrating on promotion of
nutrition. They are going .to be
selling nutritious snacks on
Monday, Tuesday and Wed-
nesday (11, 12, and 13th) from
10:30-12:30 at the Home Econ-
omics Department in the Sci-
ence Building.
position requires experience
with residence halls; supervi-
sory ability specifically in the
areas of the physical operation
and management of a residence
hall, and advising and counsel-
ing students; the ability to
advise residence hall staffs and
student government structures;
and an awareness of current
trends in residence hall pro-
gramming and the ability to
implement these. Remunera-
tion is room and board plus
approximately $5,000 for the
academic year. Applications are
now available from the Office of
Student Residential Life, Room
110, Administration Bldg.,
Boise State University, 1910
University Drive, Boise, Idaho
83725. Applications must be in,
by May I, 1977. Candidates are
not discriminated against on the
basis of sex, national origin,
race, religion, or age.
deposit $100 to reserve a place
in the program and pay the
balance by August 1.
About 30 students will be
accepted, according to Bieter.
There is no language re-
quirement to enter. the program,
but students will get heavy
doses of Basque or Spanish
training, with classes from
beginning to advanced level.
Students will get the equiv-
alent of two years' language
training because Onate is a
small, isolated town where little
English is spoken, according to
Bieter.
There will also be courses
offered in Basque and Spanish
history. Tours of historical
and cultural interest within the
Basque country will be sched-
uled throughout the year.
Classes will start in early
September and end in May.
.Students will have three weeks
for travel between semesters
and one week in the spring.
Students will be housed in
dormitories at the College of
San Lorenzo. The facilities have
been rented from an order of
Basque priests, who will also
provide meals.
Prospective students can get
more information about the
program from Bieter, c/o BSU's
School of Education, phone
385-1952.
.,'
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Marge Piercy, feminist poet, will be the fourth hi Boise's "Five Poets
series. Piercy will give two readings of her work, April 13 at the Boise
Gallery of Art and April 14 at the BSU Lookout.' Both readings begin at
8:00 pm.
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Active Women's Movement poet
continues 'Flve Poets' series
A Massachusetts poet who has
been active in ·the women's
movement since 1969 will be in
Boise for two readings April
13-14. Marge Piercy, fourth
poet in the "Five Poets" series,
will read Wednesday, April 13
at the Boise Gallery of Art and
Thursday, April 14 at the
Lookout room in the Boise State
University Student Union Build-
ing. Both readings will begin at
8 p.m.
Piercy is the author of four
fiction books, including the
popular "Small Changes,"
which one reviewer said was the
"first novel to depict heroines
as well as casualties of the sex
war." She has also written five
poetry books and her poems
have appeared in over 100
different publications. Of
Piercy, a writer from Time
magazine said .. Anyone who
wants to learn what the revoluti-
on against the fat society is all
about should read her novels."
The poet presently lives in a
small town on Cape Cod. She
spends about one third of her
time. traveling around the
. country for poetry readings and
. lectures. Her appearance in
Boise is sponsored by Boise
State University's Department
of English, Boise Gallery of Art,
Observer. Books, Idaho Heritage
Magazine, and the Boise Public
Schools.
The final poet in the series will
be Sandra McPherson of
Portland. She will be in Boise
May 3-4.
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Seven students. exchange
sachusetts-Amherst, Univ. of
Montana, Univ. of Nevada-Las
Vegas, Univ. of Nevada-Reno,
Univ. of North Dakota, Univ. of
Northern Colorado, Univ. of
Oregon, Univ. of Southern
Florida, Univ. of Utah, Univ. of
Wisconsin-Green Bay and North
Carolina State.
Seven students were placed at
various institutions around the
United States at the Atlanta,
Georgia conference on March
30. They are: Pam Kalbfleisch --
Rutgers; Kay Handlin .- Towson
State at Baltimore, Maryland;
Ken Ng -- Oregon State at
Corvallis, Oregon. Crystal Shaw
and Darlene Wethered have
both chosen to attend the
University Qj Maine at Fort
Kent, Maine. Brenda Freeman
and Tom Bridges will attend the
University of Wisconsin at
Green Bay.
BSU will also be welcoming
students from I1Iinois State
University, Bowling Green,
Ohio, and University of Wiscon-
sin.
Applications for the academic
year· 1978-79 will not be
available until September of
1977. Contact Rene Clements or
Christa Bax in the Programs
Office 'at that time.
the number of students some
institutions may receive and
send. Wherever possible, stud-
ents are placed at their
first-choice college or univer-
sity. Placements are confirmed.
during the conference, and
coordinators return home with
admissions I registration I
housing materials for . the
out-going exchange students.
The list of 35 schools involved
in the program include: Bowling
Green State University, Cal
State College-Bakersfield, Cal
State University-Chico, Kansas
State College, Illinois State
University, Indiana Univ.
Purdue Univ. at Fort Wayne,
Jackson State Univ., Montana
State Univ., Moorhead State
Univ., Morgan State Univ., New
Mexico State Univ., Oregon
State Univ., Rutgers University
in New Jersey, South Dakota
State Univ., State Univ. College
at Buffalo, Towson State Col-
lege, William Paterson College
of New Jersey, and Univ. of
Alabama. Other NSE schools
are: University of Delaware,
Univ. of Hawaii at Hilo, Univ. of
Hawaii at Manoa, Univ. of
Idaho, Univ. of Maine at Fort'
Kent, Univ. of Maine at
Portland-Gorham, Univ. of Mas"
The National Student Ex-
change (NSE) has accepted the
last applications for the Spring
mid semester for the 1977 -78
exchange. The State Board of
Education approved the pro-
gram in February of 1977, and
BSU was accepted into the
National Exchange Consortium
as of March 1.
The NSE provides state
college and university students
with an opportunity to become
better acquainted with different
social and educational patterns
in other areas of the United
States. A student may partici- \
pate in the Exchange program
for up to one academic year.
Student exchange agreem-
ents for each academic year are
negotiated at a placement
conference where NSE coord-
inators come to the conference
table prepared to make decis-
ions on in-coming and out-going
exchange students. Placement
negotiations are governed by
the plan of exchange, the
popularity of certain exchange
opportunities and limitations on
Rachelle Hamell was recently chosen as BSU's "Student Nurse of the
Year." She wUl be representing Noise STate University at the
statewide nursing convention on April 27, 28 and 29, which will be
held at the Rodeway Inn in Boise.
Boise State
Shotokan
Karate Club
Practices Monday,
Wednesday .
& Thursday,
7pm in BSU Gym
.every week ..
Interested persons
welcome!
Summer program
Tri Delts install Greer
as new 1977 president
Summer Session, a pre-printed
registration packet will be
prepared for you. If you do not
notify the Admissions Office of
you intention to enroll for
summer school by stopping by
Room 100 of the Adminstration
Building or by calling 385-1156.
If you were enrolled in one or
more Boise State University
course(s) Spring Semester 1977
and did not completely with-
draw, we have prepared an
Intention Card for you. If you
will notify the Admissions Office
between 8:00 a.m., April 18,
and 12:00 noon,June 1, of your
, intention to enroll for the 1977
The Beta Eta Chapter of Delta
Delta Delta at Boise State
University held its officer
installation on March 21, 1977.
The new officers include Robyn
Greer, President; Pat Dempsey,
Executive Vice-President; Sara
Hamill, Chaplain: Jean
McClintick, Pledge Trainer: and
DeeAnn Reiman, Recording
Secretary'.
Tri Delta activities for the rest
of the. school year include a
Mother's Luncheon. a convent-
ion in Yakima, Washington, the
annual bar hop during Greek
Week, and a spring barbecue.
Two Beta Eta Tri Deltas
received honors recently.
Brenda Freeman was accepted
into the National Student
Exchange Program. She will
attend the University of Wisco-
nsin in Green Bay as an Art
Major. Sara Hamill was
selected as the Kappa Sigma
fraternity sweetheart. . She is
the second Tri Delta in
succession to receive this honor.
Students who were not enroll-
ed at' Boise State University
Spring Semester 1977 (new at
B.S.U. for Summer 1977 or
former B.S.U. students who
were not enrolled Spring 1977 or
students who enrolled Spring
1977 but completely withdrew)
will need to submit a new
application for admission no
later than 12:00 noon, June 1,
will be required to register on a
blank packet.
Registration for the 1977
Summer Session is scheduled
for the University Gymnasium
Saturdav. June 4, 9:00 a.rn, to
1:00 p.m.
MECHA presents•Ie k Chatterton
receives Chicago
accolades
Theme: Chicanos (, Education
Conference-
April 15, i977 10:00 am-8:00 pm
Dig Four , Student Union Building
National Speaker:
eleres Huetta
AFL-CIO V.P. Farm Workers' Organization
A book written by Boise State
University English professor
Wayne Chatterton has been
selected as one of the seven best
in 1976 by the Chicago Literary
Review.
The book, "Nelson Algren,"
co-authored by Martha Heasley
Cox of San Jose State, introduc-
es and examines the fiction of
the Chicago-based writer.
Written for the Twayne's
United States Authors Series, it
is the first full-length study of'
Algren, who is known as the
author of best-sellers The Man
with the Golden Arm and A
Walk on the Wild Side:
The book by Chatterton and
Cox was published in the fall of
1975. According to the Chicago
Literary Review, it takes an
"important step toward a new
recognition of this great, funny,
yet serious artist."
Films-- "Why We Boycott" Mr. Roman Reyna
"I've Been Here Too" Film &
'! Discussion
Student Discussion-- Chicanos at Boise State
.t\ -I 4116 ~. ~t\ 6 00 UniversityApr. 1 ...:fIMI pm-: pm
Mexican Dinner Snack Bar, SUB
Entertainment by Ballet Folklorico
"Almade Aztlan"
.Questions? call 385· ~938
,',' -.
,: ',- i • '."
::fl1·~flCJr;s·,;.:
. ..,. .
. Attention serious-minded leave.New York on June 27th ".
French Students! . Flow \Vould; ·.andreturn on' August 9th .. The'
youlikeyoJi like to .coittinuetripleader is' DianaHayes~ an
. 'your French' studies ..while attorney and a graduate student ..
having . the vacation' of. a . at 'the. UitiversityOf Buffai9 ..
lifetime-oat a very" reasonable .: Diaqa,who'is also a ~einbet of'
costS ' . . the' National' AVR Board of
American YouthHostelsjInc.,'· Directors, ~a:y be reached 'at
.' .•.~a'" non-profit," outdoors- 171Winslow Ave., Buffalo, 'NY
recreational/educationalvtravel '. ~4280 .or. by calling AC (716)
.. organizatlori,.has planned a 885-8716.. - . '. .' .
6:-week French Language' hos-
teling . trip' ,through : France,
Switzerland . and LuxeD1~urg
for oitlySli40· complete--air
fare, . : IC)dging, .all food' :and'
qualified tripleader~:. ;
. '.
You c~ immc:rse yourself in
French culturelnParis while
you attend language instruction
(beginners through advanced)
for two hours a day for a month.
'..Besides having most of each day
. in Paris free to examine the City,
weekend side-trips to the Lire ..
. Valley.andMont,St. Michel'are
··planned, so you can practice' the'
.' language .. 'The last two. weeks
include a public transportation
trip through the Swiss Alps (in
the French speaking part of
Swi~zerla~d) and Luxembourg.
This speciall~nguage trip will
The Delta Beta chapter of the
Gamma . Phi Beta Sorority',is .
. pleased to announce the follow- .
ing four new plec1ges:Sally
Berlin, daughter of Mr. and
.' 'Mrs. James Berlin~Boise, ID;
.Cindy Erickson,. daughter of
Mrs. June I;:rlckson~' Idaho
· Falls,ID;' Sara .Turk, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. George Turk,
Challis, ID; and Sue Williams,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs.M.C ..
Williams, Logan, UT. '
The prospective members will'
spend oD;esemester learning the
·.·New.·stuch~ntleade"'s··swearin·
;,...
'mousiy' ac<:epted.and a Student. end of this month:
, sur of Right 'was finally. ..... The second reading of' an act-to .
---chief Justice Shawn Lee will ' .. approved; Senate Bills #8 (deals···' reorganize.the ..student. pro-
swear in' aUrecetitlyelected .. ' . with changes in the . electio~grams board, Senate Bill #13';
Senatevand .Administration' . code) and #9 (deals' with ~SB . was approved by anine to one
meinbers following Tuesday's job descriptions) were also ". vote with.t\\;oabstentions. This
regularSenate session. The new .unanimously approved. The acts bill, wjHbe up . for. final
Senate.will then hold their first dealing with distribution ,of': 'consideration, along. with Sen-
regular meeting on April' 19. . service awards(Senate Bill #10) . ate Bill #H(dealswithstuderit
At last .week's'<meeting, the" ,and the reorganization .ot the remuneration' in the ASB), at.
'results of the March 9 and to studentelclion board (Senate ..the -April 12 meeting. .' ..
. general .electlon wereunani·'Bill #7) were' passed with ~--Bob Leminon was disqualif-
.. inajority votes. All acts are ied as a candidate for the Senate
,Gom·"·.m o -. p" 'h'l~ B' ·e·· to-::n' 0" 't' .e·s awaiting the final ,consideration.' from' the" S.chool.of -Arts. and' .'of President Lenny Hertling... Sciences because he was nota .'
'.. ' ..' ' . . full-time student at the time of
fo ..·ur.· r,ec..e.:nt·.p'I..e....ag·.'as .The ··Senate also gave its' .the·election~ Lemmon received
" wholehearted .support to' th~ .. 171'votes in the general election '.
history, organization .and ideals. .'Special Olympics to be, held on balloting. No deciSion has 'been
of Gamma Phi Beta, before they' ". the BSUcainpus at the end of made to fili·the seat vacated by'
. are eligible for initiation. During' .' May. An appropriation for the.' the disqualification, but Les
their pledgeship, pledges must ..event will be considered this Wolff was the next candidate in
also. meet scholastic require- ,week. ' . 'line 'afterLe'mmon _~~!!t..:.-162
ments as estabiished by BSU A resolution suppot:ting faculty votes .
and Gamma Phi Beta~.· input into the merit-pay quest- ---Judiciary action, this week,
Gamma Phi Beta was founded . ion was passed with, no debate was. ·confined to reiewofthe
in November 1874, at.$yracuse and unanimous approval follow- . Hono.rs Council Constitution
Unive'rsity, Syracuse, New' inga request£or Senate opinion and a'heafing' on' Senate Bill'
York. Today Gamma Phi has on the issQe. #11. The Honors Constitution
over .60,000 members fro in , . Phi KappaD~lta' reci~ved was returned to that organiza-
among 107 collegiate chapters S347.S0 to send five m~mbers totion for substantial revisi(jn and
.al1dover: 200 alumnae groups in . the International Interpretation must now be resubmitted to the'
the United States and Canada. Festival iiI l()gan, Utah at the Judiciary before. it . c~n. be
cons~dered by the Se.nate.
,The Judiciary recommendation
.and opinion on Senate 'Bill #11
will be, available on Tuesday
before the Seriate me,eting.OAC foJlies·JancJ in¥osemife.' . .... . . .
..
b~Beme L. Jackson
i
~-
'.
.'
· Turkey. Seen any smoke on'the
road?" "Negatory good buddy ..
Only smoke I see's comin' otta
yer tailpipe.") .
Highlights of the stay in
Yosemi~e· Vall~y included:
getting in on the last night of ice
skating at Curry Village (where
Jonica Kurpjuweit taught Tom·
· Henscheid how to .skate I I!);
. climbing on the .base of EI
Capitan (between .handhol<ls,
Berne Jackson got to dodge ten
pound chunks of iCe peeling off
the summit overhangs); Teresa
Axtell 'gets .involved .in her
cooking (burned a po.! of ·water
the first night, but Tom' Coates
consoled her); climbing near.
Lower Yosemite Falls with John
Croriic(eight 'hours to climb 75
, feet: must be a new world's
record for the least amount of'
height gained in the greatest"
amount of time); the ..Great··
Raccoon Raid (casualties in-··
'cIuded one miffed raccoon ,a' jar.' .
of peanutbufter,' arid 'Jerry .
Rohan .. Because . of' wounds,
.' .
. ' recieved"he.spent a few nights For more information
.in front of his tent with an ice concerning upcoming trips (to
ax); the mysterious Janet Exeter' an insane asylum?), see. the.
sleeping disease (attacks came' O.A;C. board opposite the
on suddenly in moving cars just . .bowling lanes in the S.U;B.,or
as the sun'· set); the ..'Tom talk to Tom Coates, Danny'
Henscheidsp~ctacular, super-. Friend, or Berne Jackson in the
terrific, handy-dandy one~man '. S.U.B. Games Area: on~ or all
Circus and huml}.n· calci.dator· of these should be thereat a
( kept everyone in the Yosemite . given time (depending on how
. Lodge· lounge in stitches much bad they feel the need to attend
to the disniayof the ranger who their classes on a given day) .
was, at the same time, trying to AlSo, .a slide :Iecture by Jerry
give astide lecture on the rare Thornton on j:ave exploration in
pink pine needles of the 'rare Idaho will be given In the Nez
pink pine); and ,the Tom Perce . Room of·· the S.U.B ..
:, Coates-Red HeadedWoodpec- thursday, April7 at 8:30 p.m~,
ker Incident (Danny Friend 'and .which will be followed later by a
'Berne Jackson are still trying. to weekend trip to a cave (for all
'figure this one out).· . ,you underground types). . No
charge for any of this; everyone
.invited; participation encour-
·age1.
On the return trip, a morning
. was spent -1n .ViJ::ginia City,
.' Nevada (Tom Coate,d ~on five
cents at a dollar slot.· imichine,
Tom H(mscheid took a pic;ture of .
a. hundred-year-oid ~tick of
.wood, and, much to everyonl;l'~ .. '
. surprise, Teresa Axtell kissed a
....wqoden Indian). .
"~"" '. ,.",.' ;
",.....A GUARANTEED FIT
.,....~' "'*LowAMOUNTAi'NBQots',
*OANN'ER TRAIL'SHOES' .
. .*SMOKE JUf\I\PERS"
*.GALIBIERVERCORS,
.. .': .,: .,' : - .. ',' "' ... ":
' ...
(--,,,,,
I
II
.1·Cardinale!.
1 .~ rI t.:J ' .'. '. I
II~m~,!,.··HAl RSTVLlST .
I I
1342~5a01 lI .F'ur tvi~n&Wornel1 . . l·
.I . In Belgravia ;..;.5th &·Main· I
I . 435 Main Street "1
I'· Boise, Idah'o 83702·. . ..•.. II . ", . . . I~----~'-~--~~---~
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Ground -pounders ore coming to town
we're stuck with a ROTC program. It's a
nauseating situation,
'" '" '"
episode is that the administration has been
trotting out the results of this loaded survey as
evidence that BSU students want ROTC. .
And how will a ROTC program affect BSU? It
will do so in several ways, very few of them
good. According to figures advanced when the.
proposal for a ROTC program first surfaced
about a year ago, such a program will pump
about $20,000 per year into the local economy;
on the other hand BSU will have to provide
about $7000 worth of secretariat' help per year,·
.and also provide classroom and office space for
the program.
by Chuck Bole
Hut-two-three-four. Yes, it's true, BSU is
about to become a breeding ground' for
spit-polished boots, shaved heads, deadly
weapons and conditioned responses. The
ground-pounders (Army ROTC) have arrived.
They're presently, bivouacked in the lobby of
the SUB attempting to recruit those poor sick
souls who are fascinated by military gadgetry
and starched uniforms.
· . .
•.Did you tealize that poor dietary habits are a
direct cause of large numbers of cancers? Did
· you reafize . that the average American
.:consumes-well in excess of 100 pounds of sugar
"per:year (besides direct consumption, sugar is
consumed in a' great many processed foods)?
Did you realize that in addition to all that sugar
agri-business adulterates the food we eat with
over 1,800 chemical additives? "
If you didn't know any of those facts you're not
alonej'v~ry 'little attention isgiven to them in
· the mass media .. ' The $145-billion-dollar-a-
Year.fO()(t industry very much prefers to have
YOllrilindlessly humming 'we do it all for you'
.as you zip. down to Mc Donald's, rather than
· .h~ve .you. site and think about all the chemical
.gar'bagc:you've been ingesting for years.
.: "ln~anatteriipt to raise public consciousness in
".relation to food, the Center for Science in .the
. ·pubiic.Interesf(CSPI) is sponsoring Food Day.
:.Tl:te.··.dat~>will 'be April 2l,and the local
, spo~~orihggroup is the B~iseConsumer Co-op.
.',.The message that CSPI is' delivering is that
, .. '~We·eatJoo· much sugar, fat and refined flour,
'ilnd "rely' 'too' heavily .on. over-processed.
: engiii~ered 'f~ods."
ThtdoclIJ observance of Food Day will take
.plaee 'at '7 .PM, April 21 at the Fort Boise
. '(::owimiility" Center. Plans call for a potluck
.·d~ii~er::w.~th:, perhaps a' speaker and lor .film
'. :.following.·· . .' , '.
, :." .. A~o~h~r·.p.ti.i-pos.eof Food bay is to help people
. :. plug into.·alt~rnative .sourcesof food. If you're
. .: -tired: 'of': eating processed! chemically
, . adulteratedfoods, you might consider joining
. '.
'" ,",.
[cent. on p.lO]
Judging from all the jingoism and saber rat-
tling accompanying ROTC's arrival, especially
in the pages of Focus, one would be tempted to
conclude that support for an ROTC program at
BSU is nearly unanimous. That's hardly the
case.
To produce such an appearance of unanimity,
the administration has resorted to extremely
devious tactics, the worst such abuse being the
rigging of the student 'poll' on the ROTC
question. During registration for Fall semester
last year cards were passed out asking those
registering if they would want to ' deny' anyone
the 'opportunity' of participating in a ROTC
program.
This will aggravate the already severe
classroom and office space shortage. Facilities
for several departments are pitifully inadequate
at present and there is no immediate relief in
sight. If you doubt this, look over the music
department--check out the classroom directly
behind the pipe organ, check out the practise
rooms beneath the Subal Theater (they can't be
used during performances).
Further, on .a philosophical level, it's
extremely debatable whether any university
should have direct links with the military. A
university should be a place of free inquiry, that
is, it should encourage students to develop a
questioning attitude and rational (scientific)
methods of thinking. Military principles are, to
say the least, very different. The foremost
precept in the military, its very cornerstone, is
unquestioning obedience.
To state the obvious; no organization which
attempts to instill such values should have a
. place in any university.
Unfortunately, thanks to student apathy and
administrative underhandeness, it looks like
That question is, of course, designed to elicit a
pro-ROTC response. A question slanted in the
opposite direction might have asked 'Do you
want BSU to become a training ground for
professional killers?' A neutral value question
could have asked 'Do you want, or do you not
want a ROTC program at BSU?'
Obviously the administration was afraid of
what the response would be to an unbiased
survey, so they manipulated the wording of the
questionnaire to produce the result that they
wanted. The sickest ,aspect of this tawdrey
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..•···~ertl.ingadvJs.ElsnewASB··
.' undertake. the goals .and "prob-
. . ." .. '. .'. lemsat hand for'the good of the
•At the close of thi~ adminis- ·.student bodyl. .
. trativ,eand school year,' Iwould . . As' we, 160k back -upen the'
'like to take the time and the issues we set out to obtain at the'
opportunity to thank the many. . .begitming of the administration,
'. students who have offered we cansay that wedidas much
personal .assistance in ASB . as we could with what we had to
Governmemtv.this past' ·year. . work with.. .... .
Their help has held. up the goals A short quote is offered .to the
of-this outgoing administration. new Student Body officers
·It makes the situation person - -. elected in our past .general
ally difficult to .express .my election>.":" .
thanks to all concerned.vbut I
sincerely hope this message has
.. reached mostof you through our
. close' contact over the year.' I' .
personally realize that ,all our
efforts have not been success-
ful, but the' importance isthat
we did make the joined effort to
. . .. . . .
Editor, the ARBITER ." : _.r·
.Loyalty
H yo~. work for a man, hi'
Heaven's .name work for him; .'
speak weUof ~. and stand by .
. the lnsdtudonshe' represents·
remembel'~ AD ounce of loyaity
Is worth a pound "fcleverness···
Ifyou must prO~l,condemil and
····etemalIy;flndfault,why,~slgn
your position aildwhenyouale
on the outside, damn·to your
. heart'~content ••~but as' long as
you are apart .of theJ~stltutlon .:'
.. do not condemn,It.~ •• lfyou do,' .'
. the ijrst Wg" :wlnd' th~*.conies
along wmblow you away and
probably youwm never know .
why.·~Elbert Hubbard
Inclosing, I wish success to
. .the new govemment in every
.,way, because leaving it does not
make it less a .part of me,".
because now it represents me.
'.Sincerely,
Lenny HerdIDg ,
ASBSU.presldent i976·77
Textbook 'scandal' riles student
. ..' . '. . .' . .
. . . .
Editor,.the ARBITER
!Teapot Dome. McCarthyism·.
Watergate .. Now BSU's. own
mimi-s~aDdal: "Textbook' Rip-
off.""
.No,this ain:ta gripe against
the Bookstore's' .prices. Lord .
kDows the flack they take. The.
culprit in this ease is Dr. JerrY
Dodson, when he required his
Psychology.IOl.people 'to' buy'
'. BSU professor Dr. Sickles' new
book, Psychology: A MatteI' .of
.~d. Total reading: 43 pages.
. . Don't get me wrOng~ I thintt.
it's terrific: when one of our
profs writes and gets published .. '
" .
'.
We ~hould at least do them the,' in'~sin~ Sickles' boOk we are at
hOQorof reading' their works. . least in part, :patronizing him .
, "What I abhor is the method'·· "'andfor that niatter th~lschool of .
onepi'Ofessor used to get us to ,psychology.' ~d, what an ego, .
read it. In,times when .students trip I .'
are resiSting unnecessary ·ex-· . . Patronage iSn't rtew, but that
penses (haven't they always?) '. dOesn't 'mean Ihave to accept it .
.. paying SS.OOfor this book really lying down. Take a 'cue' from
bums me. . other departments, Dr. DOdson,
.Although 'the' a~ount ,of, and put a few of his boo.ks on
,material no way oom~s'near the reserVe •.
price of the book,' additional ..
reading is outside the realm' of
an mtrofreshman-Ievel psych
class; Since I was. Ilof.apsych
major, I found the reading'
tedious, but that's really beside
.' the point , '..
Idsri't kirid,but let's face it:
.EJection Bbatclhead ..
an$Wf3rsicoJltrov~r~.~.·.
After 'reading -the. editorial' to':
the Judiciary in the last issue I·
felt you deserved an answer or .
atleast.a showing of the truth ..
Agreed, there-were problems
with the elections; but one
needs to take into account the
amount of time and effort put .
into' • an election. . This was
further compounded by the lack
of participation by othermem-
bers of the electlonvboard. I
·apologize for my errors, but an
election is really too big for one
person to handle;
In order to save ti~eand
·energy, several' different things
were tried that were still within
election rules. One of those was
taking down' half . of the
·machines at each ,poll between 2
and .2:30. There were . still
'enough machines and ballots at
eaeh poll,'until3 pm for those
few who vote' after 2 pm. _
.The March.' issue . of the
I. Arbiter did publish an error as
to the number' of Senate .
positions .for the School of
,Education. This is a fault of the
paper which was' made .after
they had already been informed
by the election board as to the
names of those running and the
number of available senate
'. pOsitions.' . .
OPEN LE'ITERTO THE BSU' • . As Lsee ittherewas Qnly one
STUDENT BODY: . . .irregularity and it has. already
'". -been handled. by the JUdiCiary
. and senate. '. .
Ann L.Hansen
Chakpenon, Election Board
Molenaar's ..'is '.
·just a few·
blocks awcJy ..
Shop where terms
- areconv.enierit-.
Atmosphere pleasant.. .
.and your patronage .
appreciated- '
. Give us a try .....
·fiJIJ~··
Je!relers
1207 .Broadway
·Student·.·Governmem·Posmons· ..
....•..·Are..NowOpen·lor1977-78····
. .'. .- .. ". .' .
'.
Applicttlons are nOw beingacoepted for thII following positions
.,'", . '. . . '. .'
Public Relations D,irector c ~
Arbiter Editor>
c W
R 0
o RS D
S S
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Hoi/Ronald ...
(CPS)-- A University of Mich-
igan anthropologist is suggest-
ing that McDonald's, far from
being just another greasy
burger house, may in fact be an
edifice where latter-day Amer-
ican agnostics come to worship.
"When we go in (to a
. McDonald's)," Conrad Phi1lip
Kottak observes, "our sur-
roundings tell us that we are in a
sequestered place, somehow
apart from the variety, messi-
ness and variability of the world
. outside.... Uniform attire is
worn by ... the agents of Mclron-
ald's behind the counter ....
From the rolling hills of Georgia
to die snowy plains of Minnes-
ota, with only minor variations,
the menu is located in the same
place, contains the same items,
an has the same prices.
"The neophyte customer who
dares to ask "What kind of
hamburgers do you have?' or
'What's a Big Mac?' " he
concludes, "is as out of place'
and ridiculous as a chimpanzee
in a Roman Catholic Mass."
Horosco~
1. What was the name of the
actor who played the soldier
George C. Scott slapped in the
1971 motion picture "Patton"?
2. Who was the one-eyed
quarterback who led the Phila-
delphia Eagles to back-to-back
NFL championships in 1948 and
'49?
3. Who were Cartel;' Nash and
.Stanley Beamish?
Libra: approach with coutlon
For the Week of April 11·17
By GINA, CDNS
Copley News Service
ARIES: [March 21 to April 19]--
Avoid at all costs open
confrontations with mate or
those in power -- you'll probably
be outmatched. Use diplomacy
and compromise in all your
dealings. Social life is active:
You can learn through observa-
tion.
TAURUS: [April 20 to May 20]--
You may .feel an emotional
letdown. Get together with
comfortable old friends, get
enough rest and watch your
diet. Be reliable and efficient on
the job. Not the time for large
contract purchases. Add to
savings.
GEMINI: [May 21 to June 21]--
Previously unknown factors
regarding a close relationship
could come to light. You can
build the alliance on firmer
ground if you try. A previous
investment could payoff. It may
be best to take the profit now.
.. --.
CANCER: [June 22 to July 21]--
Stick with routine and deliver
promised projects on time.
Domestic interests are spot-
lighted and developments now
may lead to a later change of
residence. Resist impulsive
decisions -- results are long'
lasting.
LEO: [July 22 to August 21]--
Favorable publicity could ben-
efit you now. Travel plans may'
be changed at the last minute.
Single Leos could begin a
romance. Let the relationship
grow slowly -- don't rush into
anything. Social life is favored
for all. .
VIRGO: [Aug. 22 to Sept. 22]--
A very active time when any
long-range plans, carefully
thought through, will work out
to your advantage. Work ag-
gressively toward your career
goals. Make new contacts --
reestablish old ones. Get input
from others.
LmRA: [Sept. 23 to Oct. 22]--
Business dealings must be
approached with great caution.
Consult mate about future plans
and ambitions; their advice is
sound. A superior is likely
pleased with your efforts--
contiued efficiency leads to a
better career outlook.
SCORPIO: [Oct. 23 to Nov. 21]--
Be cautious in romance. An
attraction occurring now may
not last long. Be charming woth
your friends and resist the
tendency to dominate conversa-
tions. Guard your reputation
carefully. Be discreet.
SAGItTARIUS: [Nov. 22 to Dec.
21]-- Finances occupy your
attention now and you are
particularly sharp in this regard.
A good time to buy clothes and
things for summer fun. Keep
your' happy outlook when mate
is tense or depressed.
CAPRICORN: [Dec. 22 to Jan.
19]-- You could realize now that
you need to upgrade your skills
or get more training. A new job
might provide this opportunity.
You could .need to decide
whether to marry or not. Resist
the need to dominate.
AQUARIUS: [Jan. 20 to Feb. 18]
-- The need to be free from one
of the opposite sex is a
temporary attitude. Take time
off from work if possible and do
your own thing. Don't dwell on
the past or interfere with grown
children's lives.
PISCES: [Feb. 19 to March 20]--
You could be starting a new job
that pays more money. Good
time to buy clothes and spruce
up your appearance.' Get en-
. ough rest and avoid all
excesses. Be at your very best
when on the job and you will
come out a winner .
Stump
TRIVIA RAT
4. How many mules are 10 a
20-mule team?
8. What was the first popular
American documentary film
(1921)?
s. What city in the U.S. has the
most churches per capita? 9. What were the predecessors
of the "cruise" missile?
6. Who was the first football
coach at Boise Junior College
(1933)?
10. Who was Arnie Sanchnoos-
en?
7. What does the Japanese word
"kamikaze" mean? Answers ou Page 13
DOWN
1. Beetle sacred
to the Egyp-
tians
2. Military
display
3. Heavy metal
4. Uncomfort-
ably damp
and cold
5. Whether
6. Moderates
7. Lifting de-
vices
8. Wings
9. Blemish
10. Feelings
11. Having ,o\lnd
14. Three score
17. Goals
19. Pigpens
22. Scatter
23. Did lawnwork
25. At a future
moment
26. ~ Alaska,
frozen dessert
28. Kneecap
29. Door-fastener
30. Caught by
monotonous
routinerS
wds,
31. Doll's
"word"
32. Utile
33. Chatters
35. Gem surface
38. Excellent
39. Messenger
boy
41. Pale brown
42. One with a
droll wit
45. _ masse, in a
group
ACROSS
1. Vivacity
7. Britain's
Court of St. -
12. Water jug
13. White pop-
lars
15. In a line
16. Starchy
staple
18. Sprinted
19. Put a stop to,
as rumors
20. Levy
21. Newspaper
. notice
22. Stalks
23. Pungent
herb
24. Exerts (one-
selO
26. Loot
27. Mine pro-
ducts
28. Chess piece
29. Citrus fruits
31. Fabricates.
as story: 2
wds.
34. Over again
Solution to last week's puzzle
35. Destined
36. Jr.'s dad:
abbr.
37. Make a lace-
like edging
38. Renowned
39. Pod vege-
table
40. Censorious
42. Carrylightly
along
43. Compassion-
ate
44. Baseball
group
46. Belief
47. Supernatural
beings
HEAL!
Copley News Service
Reprinted from POCKET CROSSWORD PUZZLES with
the permissio~ of Dell Publishing Co .. Inc. Copyright ©
1975 Dell PUblishmg Co., Inc. All rights reserved.
Meritorious 25% create studentdisturbal1ce. .' . ' . '. . .. '. . . . . .
',' .
, j .'Asl See It ...-'.'
by ,Sail)' Thomas " sure the secret number isn't 5 o~
something. "
,Doolittle, 'from the Sociology •
Department: "Oh, by popular
vote, of Course; Allthe students
could write down on apiece of
paper their favorite .professors
and the, top, 25% in, 'each •
department would win. Maybe
classes would -be a little better
for' it. The faculty, members
themselves' wouldn't: need', to
'vote; they'd only ca~cel each
other out' by voting for them-
selves."
•
-.
" '
should anticipate a tremendous
.rise of students burdened with
unbearable fear. After all, the
odds are 75125 for' getting an
unmerited professor: And
where will this fear.lead if not to
fierce competition' among/stud-
ents as they eagerly seek after
the: preferred 250/0? To control
the panic, the administration
would be forced to choose 25%
of.thestudent. body to sit under
the also tho sen ~250/0faculty.
Upon registering, each student
There's aNew Kid
in "Town.
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Polic·ewomen'ssituation on upturn
charges of misconduct for which
the women were fired!
In a separate action Wednes-
day, April 6, Nikki Winn (first of
the women fired, January 31)
filed suit against the City of
Boise, charging that she was
fired without just cause, and
demanding reinstatement.
Winn also filed a separate
$100,000 claim against the city
Wednesday for damages result-
ing from alleged defamation,
invasion of privacy and violation
of civil rights.
petitions out there, please get
them inl), and have collected
over $900 for the Women's
Legal Defense Fund, a good
beginning, but we need YOUR
SUPPORT!
Off campus our central
pick-Up location is Observer
Books. (You may also call there
for information, 345-0849). Pet-
itions are also available at:
Forest Innocent (229 S. 10th),
" Boise Consumer Co-op (1515 N.cfl11Cc 13th), Plant Warehouse (1Ith
and Front), and at Fairview
Conoco (2403 Fairview). In the
planning stages still are a
variety of benefit efforts for the
Women's Legal Defense Fund.
If you have any energy, talents
or suggestions to contribute,'
talk to us, drop a note in our box
in the Student Activities Office
(upstairs in the SUB), write to
"us at the Women's Legal
Defense Fund P.O. Box 2634, or
watch' for the next Women's
Alliance meeting or Citizens'
Coalition for Civil Rights meet-
ing ... and come join us! Sign a
petition, talk to your friends and
neighbors, or write to the City
Council (and send copies to the
Arbiter, Statesman, or other
media).
IF YOU (WE) ALLOW THE
RIGHTS OF THESE INDIVID-
UALS TO BE VIOLATED* IT
MAY BE YOUR (OUR) RIGHTS
WHICH ARE SACRIFICED
NEXT.
*
and constituted discrimination
based on' sex."
As women, students, and
Boise community members, we
of the Women's Alliance decid-
ed to join in support of these
women in their struggle for the
basic civil rights which have
been denied them. Whether we
are publicly or privately em-
ployed, we all have the right to
privacy in our personal lives. It
has been stated by a police
officer conducting this invest-
igation that law enforcement
officials have no rights. We
certainly disagree. Why should
these women be presumed
guilty before being proven
innocent? Especially, with no
specifics of what they are
supposedly guilty of ...
We must emphasize that we
are concerned on two'separate
counts. First, we concur' that
these women have been' dealt
with in violation of due process
of law, and we join with them
in their demands for a fair
hearing and in reinstatement to
their jobs, including back pay.
Secondly, we see this as a clear
case of sex discrimination in
Boise. The statements of Chief
Church make that crystal clear.
What about the specific
charges made against the
women? One problem is that
they are not specific. "Every'
charge is based on rumor and
,hearsay unfounded in fact, or is
a charge which might be applied
to any member of the force
(such as taking private trips in a
patrol car, this includes going to
lunch on break during your
shift!). This case is clearly a
FRAME!
For all of these reasons, we
saw a great need for a
community group to search out
facts and to aid these women.
We met initially on March 13th
and, with approximately 100
persons attending, we formed
the Citizens' Coalition for Civil
by Millynn James
As I hear everyone asking
each other out there these days,
"What Is this madness within
the Boise Police Department?" ,
or, just as common a question,
"Don't they have anything
better to do than hassle their
female employees?" It may be
some time before we know all
the ramifications of where this
"madness" is coming from or
where it may lead us, but many
of the issues which arise from
the irresponsible actions of
Chief of Police John R. Church
are fairly clear. The seven
women terminated by the Boise
Police Department since Jan-
uary 31 of this year have several
things in common. All have
been denied their constitutional-
ly protected right to due process
of law. All were terminated
without any prior notice of the
charges and an opportunity for a
hearing, to present evidence,
confront her accusers, and
defend herself against the
allegations. All are women.
Police Chief Church has now
stated several times that his
investigation is being leveled
only at women. This sets a
frightening precedent not only
for women employed by the
Police Department, but also for
any of us within the community
who choose to live alone, with
our children or with other
women. For any woman whose
"life style" does not conform to
what Chief Church himself
considers "reputable." Women
on the force have become
suspect for this simple reason.
As stated in the grievance
filed with the Civil Service
Commission on behalf of three
of the women, "the investiga-
tion conducted against (the
three women) was biased,
arbitrary, vexatious, and invad-
ed (their) constitutional right of
privacy and of self-incrimination
Of the seven women fired
from the Boise Police Depart-
ment within two months, two of
them were accused "becoming
involved in activities relating to
a crime of moral turpitude under
the laws of the State of Idaho,
i.e-, crime against nature." This
has been interpreted as being
involved with homosexual activ-
ity. If the B.P.D, had any
evidence of a law being broken,
would they not have arrested
the law-breaker, to let the courts
decide on any alleged guilt?
This seems a more reasonable"
course than defaming their
names by use of the media, and
unsubstantiated rumors.
Rights. We are now actively
seeking support for this pur-
pose. We have organized a,
Legal Defense Fund to help with
the rapidly mounting legal fees
of the fired women (now at least
$1,000 per woman). Any mon-
etary support can be sent to:
Women's Legal Defense Fund
P.O. Box 2634
Boise, Idaho 83701
The Legal Defense Fund is
applying for tax-exempt status
so that any contributions made
will be tax deductible. (Please
state that you wish to be sent a
receipt for tax purposes), We
also are accepting in their behalf
any donations for food and
shelter costs.
The Citizens' Coalition for
Civil Rights has organized a
- petition drive. WE ARE
URGING THE IMMEDIATE
REINSTATEMENT WITHOUT
PREJUDICE OR LOSS OF
PAY, OF THESE WOMEN TO
THEIR JOBS ON THE BOISE
POLlCE FORCE UNTIL SUCH
TIME AS THEY HAVE AN
OPPORTUNITY IN A FREE
AND IMPARTIAL HEARING
TO CONFRON THEIR AC-
CUSERS AND ANSWER THE
ALLEGATIONS MADE AG-
AINST THEM. If you would like
to help in obtaining signatures,
petitions 'are available at several
locations. On campus, contact a
member of the Women's Alli-
ance or pick them up in the
Student Services Office in the
SUB.
So far we have over 800
signatures on petitions (if you
have any filled or partially filled
The only allegation in writing
against Winn is that of
"neg.ligence" in failing to
report harassment by a former
boyfriend, according to her
attorney David Stecher. Her suit
states that she was a good.
qualified employee in good
standing (as is true of all seven
women fired, she had not one
reprimand during her employ-
ment with the Police Depart'
ment) and charges that her
firing January 31 breached her
employment contract.
***
FLASH! The first real victory
for these sisters! We have been
encouraged lately by many
supportive letters to the editor
- of the Idaho Statesman and
finally the excellent editorial
"No Winners," printed in the
Statesman March 30. That, plus
the other great responses there
have been to the appeal for
support of these women, show
that there has been, in fact, a
real progression of thinking
among the citizenry of Boise.
Now, a concrete decision in
their favor has happened. The
Idaho Department of Employ-
ment has ruled that the first five
women fired (Nikki Winn
Judith Baker, Theresa Silva:
Janine Townsend, Mary Morris)
be awarded unemployment ben-
efits because Pollee Chief John
Church has falled to support
Within the next month there
will be no doubt many positive
legal actions happening, and the
Department of Employment
decision sets a good precedent.
The last two women fired are in
the process of filing their
unemployment applications and
a favorable decision is expect-
ed. So maybe not everyone
agrees that law enforcement
officials forfeit their rights
automatically when they accept
employment from the public.
TUESDAY SPECIAL
Raised Glaze
Choc. Raise
Sugar Raise
Orange Cake
Cherry Cake
Choc. Bars
Choc Cake
Banana Walnut
Maple Bars
Maple Cake
Party Cake
Jelly Filled
Choc. Nut Cake
Vanilla Nut r:~ke
Twists
Coconut
Choc Chi, ke
ButtermiU
Applesau
Devil. food
Butter Pecan
Pwd Sugar
Plain Cake
AlllSC,16C
and 18c
ONUTS, $120for a dozen
mix or match
Save CIS Much as 96< a dozen
The "Hole" Thing
Donut Shop
1030 B,oadwoy, hiM
FHE_'PAlfONG IN, REAR
.,. h.·Sot. 6 A.M.to 10:30 P.M.;Soodo.y.s 7·3
Discount card to arrive at BSU
..ttAdp ..·CdUecfiC>'1
.nos many uses
. ,",
..
.. When. cOrisidering a perman- ". .. Soihelarge plastic relief m~ps;' .'
entri.tove; pianning a trip, or' of North America, South: Amer-
:preparinga.research paper, one .... ica,'. AfriCa.. Asia and Canada
of the 63,000 maps.intheBSU have recently been added'to'the '.
Library. Map C~lleCtion may be . collection .. The Map Collection'.
just what you need. Over ·the· also contains plastic reliefmaps
past six years the collection has . of Idaho and. portions of the
grown rapidly: 'and now has a . ' surroundingstates. These maps
wide variety of maps of almost . are-available for', use in the
. : all areas of' the. earth. The library; ..
·collection also includes maps of . . For those people who want to
the moon. and of Mars. . copy maps there are two IBM '..
~faps arrive regularly fr~m . copiers that will copy some
state arid' federal' agencies and maps. There is also a. iighttable
fromprivate publishers. Mostof" and .some drafting equipment
the maps' in the collection' co~e' . available in,'the department to -.
from' the ..U.S~ Geological. Sur- trace ; maps' that cannot . be
vey, an agency of the Depart- copied." .
·merit of Interior : The U.S.G..s., .'! People familiar with' the
.which conducts research hi the' department will. find' some
.areas .of topography; geology,c~anges:a 'fun:timeclerkhas
".. geophysics, and hydrology pub- been hired, several map series
~Q .: lishes the results in many forms . have been relocated.vthe card
including topographic, geologic catalog has been moved closer
. hydrologic, and a variety of 'to the offices for quicker
· thematic maps. Theswe maps ·reference service, and some -
are useful in scientific, social older editions of atlases have .
and biological research and also been' moved to the map area ..
for recreation. The hiker, . For further information visit - ..'
hunter or fisherman can pretty' the Map Department on the 3rd ..
well plan a trip beforehand. by Floor of the BSU Library 8:09'
.studying topographic maps of am to 5:00 pm Monday through
the area to be.visited ..· .Fridayor caU385-3958.
Recently the U.5.(1.5. intro-
· duced a new series called the
· o.rthOphoto quadrangles. These.
". maps are aerial photo overlays .
of existing topographic .maps
and' allow for faster, cheaper
map '.'production with "better
detail. The maps, mainly of
recreatiorial areas and wetlands, • .
. illustrate changing ~an.d use;
None have yet been published
for .Idaho.
. JJoise' State students may find
it-. easier to. make ends meet
. withiD. 'the next few' weeks.
Students ".will be eligible to
receive' substantial discounts
fiom .thirteen area .merchants
. ~imply' by presenting' a spec:ial
discount card. Made olit of rigid
. plastic, . ,the .' Student Buying'
.' .Power Card (SBPC) 'should'Jje
Committees dose in av.ililable foi-distribution .. in
. (CPS)~- A worker at 'Carroil early May. Accordingto Assoc~
. iated Stude~t ..BOdy president.'
College in. Wisconsin recently Lenny .Hertling;' the cards will
sent' the Chronlcle of IDgher be distributed free of charge to
Education the followirig' memo both'· full-time and, part-time
her officel'eceived' from the . students as SoQo as they arrive:
National Collegiate Atli~etic The SBPCagreemeht says that
Association. it speaks for itself: students will r~ceive the .cards
.. "In an effort to involve more absolutely· ..free, with the _partic- .
of the" membership in 't~e ipating nierchants. pllying a
committee .' structure', of'. the membership fee of S29S.00to
College Sports:Infomiation Oir- . cover the Cost of the. program~
. ~'ctors of America; the Ftlture of • . . The SBPC has been· implem-
COSlDA Committee has ..initiai- entedatseveral' <:olleges and
ed a Committee on Committees 'univ.ersities throughout the UJli-
sUbcommittee."-' '. '., . ted States .. "The BOise . State
. Thetemust .be some way out SBPC will, be honored .by' all '.
t>f.lwre!:· . .. participating m~r<;hantsin the'
.:. .An old name, RalphJ . Davis, .
.has reappeared in the Old BOise' .
mall.Mr~ Davis, no relation to
the Ralph Davis ciothier of Bpis~
·, is a master elockmaker in "The
Old Clock Gallery."
· Davis is arestorer of old' clock
and isa licensed watchmaker in
Or~gon' .. He... apprent~ced. in
Ontari<?and Payette withE.'
.Freucthtnicht for ten years,.
after two years at Elgin Watch.'
College at Elgin, . Illinois.
.In .: September .of 1976:' he .
. opened "The. Ods Clock
Gallery" where. the. sound of'
chimes, bellsandgongsfre- -. '.
·quent each quarter hour;" .
Whilhe sells all kinds of clocks
(wall, flQ9r,mantle, winding,
electrical, and even battery) 'his
main speciality is in the repair of .
old and antique units.
The restoration of the time unit
is his craft. Several craftsmen
are available who can refinish
the case, wheter it is wood o~
metal.
cOu~try>:~said Hertling" AJew .'
of the schools. participating in·
the program are Purdue;'Yale,
the University of M,ichigan,
Washington State: ·University,
and GOnzaga University; .
The cards will have the SBPC
initials in the upper right hand
comer and a place' for the
student's signature in the center
of the .card. ' ..
. On tl)e back. of the 'card
·.participating. local. merchants
and . the amount .of theire .
·discount will be listed. The"
discountsnationwid.e range
· froiD Spereent to 40 percent.
The Boise State Student·
Association will' receive a '.
national directory which will. list
•all the participating. merc.hants
· throughout the' United States.
.The directo~y" will b~' ma.de
'avaiiable for reference through
the ASB offiCe. .
According to SBPC represen-
. tative Russel,· Howell, "the
SBPC is the fasteS~ savings. card
in America. The professional
. 'Concept of' unified stuoent.
". buyirigpower-will not only be of.
.great benefit· to . the. stUdent,
.whO'must Cope with the rapidly.
increasmg' cost of hightlr educa- .
tion, but also' to the: merchant.
.The 5 to 40 percent' disCount
should produce a significant·
. increase in 'consumptionof his
products.· This' is a simple
. marketing principle. that .will:
benefit all those involved with'
the SBPC."· .'
Hertling stated that "pOsters,
flyers,' newspaper advertis~-'
..' .
ments and radio anilouncements
·will indicate when thecllrds are
ready for' distribution.' It is'.
. '.tentatively planned to distribute'
.the cards through the Student·
Union Building. Information
BOoth." .
· The participating local mer-
chants are:
.Best Buy Auto Supply
· Capitol.lllvd 76 station .'.
· .Broadwiy .GrbZJy Bear I'izza .
The Stereo Shop
.George's Cyeles
The Bootwoiks ..'
MoleiUulr's Jeweiers
Sanlple~IuIc~-
· . DuilJdey Mule.
BocJget Tapes aild Records
.Vl!lta Book Gauery
· General Tire'
Treat's Restaurant
'. 7tnnual' ~..;..-..---------------
IIiMiTOR ·*11181* WIN_Til"
··WORlDC8IMPIONSHIP.··.SERIES
.,1
•·.•·Sat~8tSun.IAprif16th& ••.1"1th.·.
. . ..: ,. .' .-
v.
,.' -- .. ': .. ,.. '_,.'"
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_Final deadline May
for London Theatre Tour
Student travel catalog free
excellent work program that can
help students find jobs in Great
Britain, Ireland, Germany or
France.
The Student Travel Catalog
includes applications for every-
thing it describes--including a
list of 20 of the best books ever
written for student and budget
travelers. Each ,book has been
selected for the extra insight
and advice it offers--whether
you're traveling by train, car, '
plane or bus in Europe, Asia,
Africa or Latin America.
For a copy of the Student
Travel Catalog, write (or call)
CIEE, Dept. PR5, at 77 United
Nations Plaza, New York, New
York 10017 (tel. 212-661-0310)
or 236 North Santa Cruz, #314,
Los Gatos, California 95030 (tel.
408-354-5147)" enclosing $.50 to
cover first-class postage and
handling costs. .
cities in Europe, Asia, africa
and the Middle East; and the
best bargains in scheduled
flights to Europe, Asia and Latin
america. There's even informa-
tion on crossing- the Atlantic or
the Mediterranean by ship at
student rates.
<
The Council on International
Educational Exchange (CIEE) ,
the largest student travel
organization in the U.S., is
giving The 1977 Student Travel
Catalog away for freel Now in
its fourth edition, this"how to"
travel handbook for the aca-
demic Community has 67 value-
packed pages of bargains,
benefits and travel information-
and it's ready just in time for
your next trip.
The year's Catalog, 1>igger
than ever before, has everything
students and teachers need to
know about the ins and outs of
low-cost travel all over the
world: 160 money-saving char-
ter flights to Paris, London,
Amsterdam, Frankfurt, Zurich
and Hong Kong from New York,
Chicago, Los Angeles and San
Francisco; student flights at half
the regular price connecting
optional treat calls for a
two-week session with the
British Acting School.
Side trips to Paris, Scotland,
Ireland and various other places
on the continent are also
optional.
Deadline date for Boise State
University's London Theatre
Tour is fast approach ing .'
Reservations should be made by
May I, according to tour guide
Del Corbett, to assure a spot on
the summer tour.
The theatre tour is sponsored
by BSU's Theatre Arts Depart-
ment and is available for six
credits on upper, lower or
graduate level work. The credits
are optional and anyone interes-'
ted is welcome to join the tour
whether they are BSU students
or not.
The six-week trip will focus on
the British theatre and other
national works of art. An
The Catalog also explains the
advantages of the International
Student identity Card, inter-
nationally recognized proof of
full-time student status, which
entitles holders to thousands of
discounts and benefits world
wide. The Catalog includes
information on low-cost ac-
commodations in the U.S. and
abroad, international travel
insurance, tours of Israel and
the Soviet Union, and bargains
for all students and educators in
train and car travel in Europe.
There'n also a description of an
The tour will leave Boise on
July 15 and return again on
August 28. .A minimum of
twelve participants are required
for the tour and an optimum of
nineteen has been set for tour
efficiency.
Information and reservations
, can be obtained by calling Del
Corbett at the BSU Theatre Arts
Department, 385-1620.
Special Mothers' Day
Use these coupons '.
and prove two can eat cheaper than one!
BIGBOY ~
Restaurants
ing card telling of your gift for a
minimum contribution of $2.00.
And CARE delivers aid directly
to the poorest mothers and their
children oveseas.
Mothers ... House Mothers ...
Grandmothers.v. Mothers-in-
law, deserve our best remeber-
ances on Mother's Day. This
year, on May 8th, CARE
recommends that you do some-
thing special and doubly mean-
ingful for them on their day.
CARE offers a unique method
_ saying "Happy Mother's Day."
When .you send a $2.00
contribution you are giving 160
children a glass offortified milk.
$5.00 serves up to 30 children a
bowl of porridge day after day
for a month. $10 provides a farm
family with seeds enough to
grow 5,000 pounds of vegetab-
les to help them feed them-
selves and sell for added
income. CARE provides an
attractive Mother's Day greet-
To take advantage of this
special service, send a contrib-
ution to CARE- Mothers' Day
Plan, Seattle Wash. 98111. Be
sure to give your name and
address, the name and address
of each mother honored and
instructions for card handling. If
you wish cards mailed directly.
please state how each one is to
be signed. Make all checks
payable to CARE, Inc. Order
early to assure card deliveries in
time for Mother's pay, May 8.
All contributions are tax-
deductible .2 for
$ 89
Big Boy Combo
Salad and Fries
Present this coupon at any of the
participating Big Boys in your area.
Offer good thru May 15, 1977. One
coupon per customer per visil.
s:
III..o
(;
u...:g
ta:
(5
z
(Ground-pounders... J
households ($5 for single
individuals). Once the fee is
paid, the membership is good
for life, Members may choose
either to work or not to work at
the co-op; as mentioned pre-
viously, those who work at least
2 hours per month receive a 5
percent discount off marked
prices.
If you have any questions
about Food Day or about joining
the co-op call, or better yet, stop
by the Boise Consumer Co-op.
Its phone number is 342-6652
and its address is 1515 N. 13th,
Boise.
* * *
Russian Joke: Brezhnev is
showing his aged mother
around the Kremlin. He shows
her his servants, his tables
laden with vodka and caviar .
Then he has her chauffer-driven
by limosine to one of his four
country villas. She is spellbound
by all the opulence. So Brezhnev
says: "Are you impressed?"
"Yess," she replies, "but what
are we going to do if the Reds
come back?"
(thanks to the IWW G,eneral
Defense Committee Bulletin for
this item)
[cent, from page 4]
the 'Boise Co-op. The co-op
offers a wide variety of organic
and bulk foods as well as fresh
produce, dairy products and
household items (no meat due to
lack of storage facilities). Prices
average considerable below
retail (the co-op has no
high-paid managerial hierarchy,
neither does it have stockhold-
ers receiving your food dollars
as dividends). The co-op'.s
owners are its members.
Members pay an average 15
per cent mark-Up abouve
cost--the mark-Up covers rent,
utilities, spoilage and em-
ployee'ssalaries. Non-members
pay an additional 10 per cent
mark-Up, while members who
work at least 2 hours per month
receive a 5 per cent discount off
marked prices.
The co-op's operations are
overseen by a board of directors
which meets twice a month. All
co-op members are welcome to
attend board meetings. To
resolve major questions periodic
general, membership meetings
are held ..
A $10 membership fee is
required from all new member-
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Spaghetti Dinner
Italian Meat Sauce,
Texas Bread, Salad
Present this coupon at any of the
participating Big Boys in your area.
Offer good thru May 15, 1977. One
coupon per customer per visit. .
.2 for
$ 29
J:
III..u
&..:g
E
t
"&a:
i5z
.......•. ~.•....................••••...................... ' .
#2 Breakfast 2 for
$49
J:
III..
U
(;
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~
E
t
"&a:
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Z
.2 Eggs, French Toast,
Hash Browns
Present this coupon at any of the
participating Big Boys in your area.
Offer good thru May 15, 1977. One
coupon per customer per visit.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Students ..
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Fcirmerly Df the Siegel~Sc:hwall.
Band! Chic:a,.abarn. ' .
Corky Sie,.el is a' . .'
.harmanic:aplayer .. April '·2
and'Pianis~hwha SUB::::t~:dit:'n..Ballraam·
B·p.m •
.Cieneral
2.DD·
.1'
l.·
Students·i.DD· . ..... : \
Tic:klRts_·available·at the'
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... . .'
"t ;,..
'Tic:kets aVllilable.at
. .SUB lrifa. lEIaath
·Rpril·.?·
SUB Ballraa.,..
.B _,.m ..
FREE
The Two fJlUS' .
.Special EveralsCenter·
~.rE;'·.A.PRIL:I; ..
\ ".'
~.: ,
Claude Berri ~ France
·,.Director Ciaude Berrl's sensitive storyab6ut a rare .
.\ .' . relationship between an older man (Michel Simon)
····and a young boy (AI~n Cohenrbas~don Berri'~.: ..-.
actual experiencesas,a young Jewish boy hld,mg' .'
.with a family. during the Nazi's'occupation in France;: -.
"Simonwonthe Berlin'FilmFestivalllBest Actor '.. ' ....
. -'.Award"and receive:praise"from the great French .:' ..
. ."',director Francois .Truffaut.·: ' . .
" '. .~ .. ~.~ .
: .~'.
, .. , ~ - ... -, I""""" '.
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entertai nment
Starts April 22
Trunk presents 'Sister'
Theatre In A Trunk puts forth
the final offering of its fifth
season in the form of THE
KILLING OF SISTER GEORGE,
by British playwright Frank
Marcus. The show opens April
22nd and features four actresses
that, if not already familiar to
area theatre-goers, will surely
become so in this startling black
comedy.
English Village." She under-
goes the agonies of watching a
character she has played for six
years be killed off because her
ratings are down. Her
swaggering, cigar-smoking ma-
nners are much in contrast to
those of her flat-mate Alice
"Childie" McNaught, a whim-
pering child of a woman who
sees her secruity in life slipping
along with George's ratings.
Victoria Holloway plays Alice,
and puts up with much from her
bullish counterpart. but rather
than fight back, as George
would have her do, she
frantically searches for a way
out.
Enter Mrs. Mercy Croft.
Barbara McKean plays the
t freezingly polite ••Assistant
Head" who wields the power of
life and death over the
characters of Applehurst, and
uses it ruthlessly. It soon
becomes apparent, however,
that she wants more from June
Buckridge than the life of Sister
George.
Sue Galligan plays June
Buckridge, who is Sister George
star of the BBC radio drama,
"AppTehurst: Chronicle of an To try and solve her multi-fac-
eted dilemma, George calls on
her friend and neighbor, Mada-
me Xenia, played by Seelye
Smith. Xenia is a mystic; a
fortune teller; or, as she calls
herself, a "psychometrist."
She has an infallible reputation
when it comes to predicting
George's future, and througho-
ut the play her "vibrations"
always seem to prove mysterio-
usly correct.
Comedy in the midst of a
'crumbling romantic relationship
may seem a bit out of place, but
Frank Marcus has given us just
that in his superb script.
Director Doug Copsey and an
excellent cast promise to provi-
de audiences with an evening of
laughter and tears that will be
remembered as one of the
highlights of this theatre sea-
son.
aise State 1
. Don't miss THE KILLING OF
,SISTER GEORGE, April 22nd
through May 8th at Theatre In A
Trunk. Tickets go on sale April
18. For reservations phone
336-1901 from 2 to 5 p.m.
Fe.turin,
Gary Faster
Alta SaHaphanist andWaadwind
Le»11AnlJelesStudia MUSICian
Rich Mattesan
Versatile TrDmbanist and Tubist
DirectQr Df Impravisat:ian!l
Narth Texas State University
*****************
~ TEQUILA PARTY ~
~EVERY MONDAY 8·12PM ~
*All shots of -iC
ltPANCHO VILLA SOC -iC
~TEQUILA -iC
ltDrawings for T-shirts, Sombre.~
*ros, Belt Buckles. Dance to~
* Disco Music. te
:EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT ~
ltCountry Western & Disc0te
. ltMusic . . ,~
~EVERY WEDNESDAY NlGHT:tc
*D1SCO DANCE CONTEST t
*Best couple on the Door wins a~
~case of beer. Contest at 10PM.iC
*EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT ~
~"Down Memory Lane" ~
~Dance to music of the 40's, 50's,i':& 60's, & Disco Music. ~
,.FRlDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTt
* Dance to the latest Disco MoslctJc
~***************~
*EVERY NIGHT i'
~Spirlts-Games.Danclng -iC
*Plnball.Foosball.Pool ~
ltBappy Bour·2 for 1 -te
~Monday.FrldaY 5PM·7PM, Notl
l4-Cover Charge ~
tUNCLE SAM/S DISCO~
~ 712 N.ORCHARD -+c*" [formerly Th~ Turtle] t*****************
·Perfarmances by
Hil)h Schaal .Jazz Lab Bands
Baise State .IazzEnsemble
Thursday! Rpril 14
8:t5 p.m..
Special Events Center
BSUStudents - ~ree
Denera. Admi•• ian - 52.00 Adults
Student. It.DD
IIDark of the Moon"
holds foot stornpin' fun
There's foot-stompin, gospel
music and mountain dew every
night at the Subal Theatre as the
cast of "Dark of the Moon" gets
into the swing of things. "Dark
of the Moon," a folk play by
. Howard Richardson and
William Berney, is full of color
and imagination. A witch boy,
John (Mike Hofferber) falls in
love ~ith Barbara Allen (Sandra
Marsh) one of the girls in the
local community. In order that
he may court her he enlists the
aid of Conjur man (Bruce
Richardson) and Conjur woman
(Carol Richardson) to turn him
into a human. -But being human
does not solve all his problems
as he soon finds out. There are
two witch girls (Ann Bittleston
and Wendy Thompson) who are
anxious to get him' back again
and the superstitious members
of the community who turn to
their spiritual leader, Preacher
t...
Haggler (Eric BischofO, for help
and guidance. Bill Nagel plays
Marvin Hudgens the rival for
Barbara's affection; Janet Esk-
ew and Spike Ericson, the very
concerned parents of Barbara
Allen and David Alphin is
Barbara's unconcerned younger
brother Floyd. Other cast
members include: Marc Vega,
Karlene Lewis, Cyndee Meier.
Kathy Rundquist, Cheryl Hur-
rle, Melanie Yellen, Don Sti-
vers, Kathy O'Neill, Claudia
Scott, Casey Schmidt, Julia
Franklin. Celeste Pugh, John
Shaw, Mitch Hofferber and
Danny Lowber.
Dr. Charles Lauterbach is
directing the festivities which
will open in the Special Events
Center on May 4. But until then
beware of witches, pay no mind
to red-haired girls and save up
some 'mountain dew for "Dark
of the Moon."
'.
JCorrie' feature shows
April 24 in SUB
"CORRIE: Behind the scenes
with The Hiding Place," a new
full-length color' release from
World Wide Pictures, will be
shown in the Nez Perce Room of
, the SUB on Sunday, April 24. A
single showing is scheduled to
begin at 7:30 p.m.
THE HIDING PLACE, a true
story filmed in Holland and
other European locations, is
based on the experiences" of
Corrie ten Boom, who, with her
father, sister, and brother,
provided refuge for countless
Jewish families. A secret room
was constructed in their home'
as a hiding place for use during
Gestapo raids. The ten Boom's
activities were discovered, and
they were sent to prisons and
concentration camps.
According to Kenneth Bliss,
Director of Distribution for
World Wide Pictures, THE
HIDING PLACE has been
extremely well-received, both
by audiences and film critics.
"CORRIE was produced to give
people who have seen THE
HIDING PLACE or read her
many best-selling books and
opportunity to hear her share
many of her memories about her
life in Holfand, her family, and
her lifetime of service to
others. "
Bliss added that the film
.•offers a great lesson in the
perserverance of a personal
faith in a very dark and trying
period of world history. Corrie
ten Boom, now in her eighties,
has a tremendous vitality, a
deep spiritual committment,
and a profound love for her
fellow man. We believe we
have succeeded in transmitting
a part of her zest, personality,
and source of strength through
this film."
Bliss noted that the film
includes "interesting sidelights
on the experiences .of the cast
and crew during the filming of
THE HIDING PLACE."
The Reverend Dan Robinson,
urrector of Baptist Student
Union, stresses that the show-
ing of "CORRIE" is open to the
public free of. charge. "We
encourage families to plan to
attend together, for what we
believe will be a memorable
experience," he concluded.
The ARBITER needs
a layout Assistant
AptWf at ASBSU Publications Office,
Owyhee Room, 2d floor Student Union
':'.Th' ··e<fift'h~~~~d."Ji~:alseries'o{: . IstorriiJi ;sh~W~d,re'm' "a"'r'k'a'·:b"le'··'·'''E·'-··' -.:." "'. +' th "'T' : d.......' ' .. , .'. mper~r,.·, ,a,.:·e ues ay ,··
'conc~'rts6f.:the,&ise':Philhar",,·· .:talentib?inthebeginnirig 9fhis', <A:pril19:con~e'rt; The program
mOIJic, i976.i97i''' season': will: ' . musical studies. At-.age tWelve' also includes Wagner:Ov~riure'
.. JeaturEdnfemationally' acclaim~.,·· 'he was a student at the Curtis to "Rienze" .and Saint-Saens:
ed pi'anish EugeDelstOmm: The .·liistitute with :Rudolf SerICin'and::: Syinpho~y No, ',3.' The' Famiiy '..•.
"orchestra,~rid'guest 'artist, . ':iMieczyslaw Horszo\Vski.: At Nigh(\ Collcert .:on Apr11:1.8 .." .
.under the; direction of Maestro .' ':seventeen 'he won . both ,the .includes excerpts, from these'
Daniel: Stem/will perform. at . Philadelphia: Youth Contest and works; The 90 minute concert;
,both the regular~eriesConcert; .... '. the coveted Levelltritt Award, highlighted 'by . commentary'
'Tuesday, April 19 at 8:15 P.M.; making his debut with the . ,from Conductor ~tem;. is espe- .,
and the Monday Family Night. '. PhiladelphiaOrchestraand the cially . designed' for families, .
. CO,ncert,Aprn18 lit 7;30P.M;, .." ....New'YQrk Philharmonic in that . __students arid senior citizens. :.'
. both in' theCapital.HighSchool ... ' . same season.. Wltile still in his . The?rchestra and guest artist' .
,auditorium.' . " teens, Istomin.- performed and .' will' perform 'in .Caldwellv.at
....O"~'servin s.the still "y'outhful reeorded with. or'ches tras con- Je w'ett A' d't' ." . W d.' U I onum;· on . e··
:Istomm perform.today, it .Is .: ducted by Fritz Reiner, Bruno , , nesday, April 20, 1977, as part
difficult to believe that mote' ..' ', :walter, Artur' Todiinski, '. 'oftheCollegeoflc:iaho' Fine Arts:' .'
thanthirtyyears :~ave elapsed George, Szell, Charles Munch . Series. 'Dieconcen is presented ..
since his·debut·atthe age.' of ' and Pablo Casals, who waS to with the: assistance ofagrant ..
sevent~en:Duririg this time be become b()th a profound musical from the Idaho Commission on .
,has been '..Soloist with . every . influence as well as a treasured' .the Arts -and Humanities and,
majororc~estraip.the': United .friend..' .the National E~dowment for the' .
Sfatesand:EurOpe and has. . Istominhas recorded mariy of' ,Arts, Washington, D.C.' ..' '.
Conlpleted. nuinerous \yorld' .., .the great classical and romantic', .", Tickets for bothc6llcerts are'·
tours; In additiori;to his ,piano .~ncertos for Columbia now on safe at the Philharmonic
ach·I·.evem.eittsa.s a So.' 10 pe.·rform.-, .' ..Record.s:Hispe"&ormance·oft·he'. offl'ce' 10'2"0"W· F' kl' .
11' ,. ..' .ran In,
er, his world-wide concerts with Rachmaninoff' Piano Concerto weekdays; i to ~ P.M. They will
he Istomin.Stem-Rose Trio,.No.' 2 with. EugeneOrrnandy. ,alsO be S91dat the box office on
oundedin1961, have establish- and the Philadelphia Orchestra concert nights. Prices are: as
(rh~m asa virtuoso cl)amber became the best~selling record- .' foll()ws, Tuesday: $5; '4~50,,·
usic player. ~hilharmonic .ing of the work.. His .early 3.75, . students $2;25 at 8 P.M.
atrons at the October, 1976 .•. Prades Festival recording with . Monday: Families- $7, Adults··
'Opening Nighti, concert, had' Pablo Casals are treasured' $3, Students and senior citizens-
he opportunity. of hearing cOllector's items. ' $2. For, further information,' .
. llist, LeoriardRose; a member Istomin will ,perform Beeth· contact the Boise Philharmonic;'
f the Trio, in concert,' oven's Piano Concerto No; 3. 344-7849. .
.~' .1:1OiL'tC!am{!w.atO't£
385-1148: ,open 8~5 •
STUDENT HOME,' Eco-
C8 AssoclatioDls ~avbig an
D'house durtDgthe.week of
rl1 11-17 at Boise . State.
oDday, TUesday and Weclnes· .
> yoIthat week SHEA wm also
',' rieDlng nutrltloDal goodies In
eScleDce BuDding.,
GAMMA pm BETAlstAmtuai . ~TTENTION:ALL quallflecl ')
.Car Rally! A Greek Week EveDt, work study studeDts Interested .
Wednesday, Aprl127th, starting In WOrldng.ODc8J;npus·- Quite a
ad 3:00beblnd the SUB. Thlsls a '.few departmeDtS at BSU have.
TEAM eveDt, softnd a partner. JobopeDtngs atthbil tlme~ Most,
ReglstradoD, forms can be'.of theseposltioDs have O~xlble .
, .plcked up at the. Gamma .Phl hours: to, fit ID wi'" your claSs
Bouse, 1918 Potter .Drlve,-the schedules. There are 'also
StudeDt Activities Omce, 218 several Job openlngsfo~i the
SUB and the Information Booth ..summer. ". .
at the SUB. The eDtry fee Is only .Categories biclucle: TYPists,
$.50 and, must ~ paid befOre general omce. clerks, . Ubrary
.your Car caD ninlnthe RalIY.A '.assistants, printshop assistants.
test ofdrlvtDg 'skiDs, sO the ." Some .9fthe available posltioDs
faStest. car 'd~sn't Decessarlly . .do Dotreqgire any previous '
win! Fun and trOphles, so come experience.' .
and show us how great a driver For additional lnformatloD,
you ~. pleasecoDtact Jane Woolsey,
Career & Financial Services;
Boo... 117~Administration Bldg.
mSTORYOFSPORTS •• PubUc
Panel dlsCussloDs:
"April 12: The ProfessloDal
Athlete' and the Law .
App1 14: Little ieague Com·
petitloD···· . . .
April' 19:" NatloDal Athletic'
ConfereDce. '.'
April 21: PubUc recreatioD and·
'Leisure. .
.April 26: Llabmty of athletes for
. lmd~ .. '
April 28:WomeD .in Sports
. May 3:'. SportsequlpmeDt
designed for safety?"
May 5: Borsei:aclng
.Sponsored by class members
. froiD the' IDstory of Sports
.'Class; with ,e"ert modera(oni
from' the' sports world •.OpeD to .
PubUc 10:30 am. AdmlssloD
. ,free ••
"""II
personals
. " .
What Is the average cost of. a
.i"W· .book? ,~t's your' BSU
Ll~)fary.I.Q.?Test .yoUr know-
ledge ofUtt'e~kDowJi facts
cODcerDIDg your library' by
~g the quiz curreDtly OD
display In the case ODthe Orst
Ooor. The qUIzwm be ODdisplay
through National Ltb~ Week,
Aprl117.23, 1977. '.
•
"God grant' that' the. Ught· of
unity may envelope .the whole
earth, aDd the seal, 'The
. KIngdom ,Is God's' may be
stamped UpoD\the brow of alI 'Its
peoples.". . '. .
. Baha'u'Uah
OMING SOON··3rd annual
. tudeDt. AppreClatioD .Day ·at
Yo~Campus Store, May 4th.'
• •messenger service
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by Marty Most
Arbiter Sports Editor
The Boise State varsity football
team will have their work cut out
for them when Jim McMillian's
Flying Circus comes to town for
the annual Varsity-Alumni
game April 30 in Bronco
Stadium.
Reliable sources close to the
BSU Alumni office report 'that
McMillian, the former All-A-
merican quarterback who lead
the Broncos to the NCAA
Division II playoffs two years in
a row, will start for the Alums.
Jimmy Mac will reportedly be
joined by some of his favorite
recievers from years past,
including All-Americans Don
Hutt and Mike Holton and
All-Big Sky performer John
Crabtree.
All-American and All-Big Sky
players dot the 1977 Alumni
roster:
-Academic All-Americans
Glenn Sparks and Brent McIver
with AA Honorable Mentions
Everett Carr and John Klotz on
the offensive line.
_Blessing Bird, Apisa "Pete"
Poumele, and Ron Franklin will
see action at defensive tackle,
with Mark Clegg, Kevan
O'Hara, Pete Skov and Mark
Humphries tentatively listed at
defensive end.
_All_Conference stars Clint
Sigman, Joe Larkin and AA
Honorable Mention Gary Rosol-
owich will appear in the
defensive secondary.
-Academic All-American Kirk
"Mad Dog" Strawser leads a
linebacking corps that includes
Kaui Hookano, Loren Schmidt,
Claude Tomasini and Varsity-
Alumni game institution Rich
Urresti, a 1963 All-American at
Boise Junior College.
-Forrner Boise State standouts
Greg Stern and Rick Lewis will
back up McMillian at QB, with
running backs Chester Greg,
Tom Sims, Pat Riley, Ken
Johnson and Jerry Baber on
hand to insure a potent ground
attack.
The biggest problem facing
Alumni coaches may be decid-
ing who is going to start. With
players like Rosolowich, Lester
McNealy, Greg Fredrick, Jim
Meeks, Mike Campbell, Larkin
and Sigman available, the
collegiate~.games
f r
McMillian to play.for Alumni
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secondary certainly doesn't lack
depth. Nor does the offensive
line, which. will feature· past
Bronco noteables Greg Palin,
Mike Reynolds, Todd Whitman,
Ted Scoles, Toots Kaahanui, Al
Davis, and Jim Ryan in addition
to Carr, Klotz, Sparks and
Mclver. Chances are pretty
good that McMillian, Sterns and
Lewis won't run out of recievers
either. Hutt, Holton and Crab-
tree will be backed by the likes
of Ray Hooft, Clarence Smith
and brothers Dennis and Bruce
Pooley.
Handling the kicking for the
"old-timers" will be Avi Rofe.
, BSU graduates John Smith,
running back, and Rolly Wool-
sey, safety, who play for the
National Football League's Dal-
las Cowboys and Seattle Sea-
hawks, respectively, apparently
will not take part in the game.
Also absent will be pros Eric
Guthrie, one-time Bronco quar-
terback, and Al Marshall, a
former All-American wide re-
ciever at Boise State.
There will be at least five pro. <, 'draft picks playing for the 'Former tJoise State AlI~AiU2tleau.-~e~v~r Don Hutt practices for Varsity-Alumni game In spring S~I
Alumni. McMillian was drafted ."', .'-;- .
by the Detroit Lions in 1974 but ) )
played for the Hamilton Tiger- Hawaii of the now-defunct 1968 to 1975.
Cats of the Canadian Football World Football League. Al Five alurnni players- Rosolo-
League instead. Ron Franklin Davis was also drafted in 1973, wich, Holton, McMillian, Hutt,
was also drafted in 1974, going going to the Atlanta Falcons. and Larkin- are BSU record
to the St 'Louis Cardinals, Jim Hutt and McMillian are cur- holders. McMillian has 18
Meeks was a draft choice of therently student assistants at the records to his credit, including
Detroit Lions in 1975. University of Nevada-Las Veg- Most Career Touchdown Passes
Don Hutt was picked by the as, serving with their former Thrown (58). Most Career
Los Angeles Rams in 1973's 8th mentor Tony Knap, who was Completions (382) and all of
round but chose to play for head coach at Boise State from BSU's total offense marks. Hutt
r
by Marty Most
Lest someone fear that the :
Boise State all-star Alumni team
with their McMillian-inspired
airborne assault is going to blow
the Varsity right off the field in
the Varsity-Alumni game April
30 ... take heart. The 1977
Broncos have plenty going for
them, including depth, exper-
ience and size. BSU head coach
Jim Criner continues to send his
team through spirited and
highly competitive spring work-
outs that are keeping one-time
starters scurrying to stay on top
and showing Bronco coaches a
wealth of talent. While the
Alums have gathered some
impressive components from
championship teams, it seems
doubtful they'll be able to match
the varsity in execution, team-
work or size.
Last Friday the Broncos had
their first Spring scrimmage.
The defense came back from a'
9-5 deficit to tie the offense 9-9
on the strength of Jeff Turpin' s
pass interception. (The scoring
system used awarded the
offense one point for a first
down and six points for a
touchdown with the defense
getting one point for holding the
offense, one point for forcing
and recovering a fumble and
three points for making an
interception .:
Criner had praise for BSU's
three sophomore-to-be quarter-
backs, Hoskin Hogan, Kevin
McDonald and Jeff Mott. The
ARBITER earlier reported that
Mott was considering leaving
Boise State, but he has decided
to cast his lot with the Broncos.
Dee Pickett, BSU's starting QB
last season is sidelined this
spring, recovering from knee'
surgery. Pickett was hurt in the
Bronco's 36-0 rout of Idaho
State last year. His recovery has
been hampered by an infection
which necessitated reopening
the incision to remove some
stitches. Pickett is keeping his
arm limber with light throwing.
The three quarterbacks who did
participate in the scrimmage
connected on 12 of 26 passes.
Wide recievers Terry Hutt and
Lance LaShelle.. running back
and Holton account for ali but
one of the school's records for
pass recieving, for a total of 9
between them. Larkin holds
three Bronco milestones, all
pass interception marks. Rosol-
owich broke five records in the
1976 campaign to bring his total
to six, all in the punt and kickoff
return category.
I emr»
Fred Goode and center Mark
Villano were all single out for
good performances in the
scrimmage.
~ Top performers for the defense
were Dennis Ching, linemen
Calvin Barnhill and Doug Scott,
linebacker Willie Beamon and
defensive backs Ralph Angst-
man and Sam Miller.
One can sense a lot of
enthusiasm in this season's
spring drills-and with good
reason. The Broncos finished
the 1976 season in impressive
fashion, losing a controversial
31-26 decision to nationally-
ranked Nevada-Las Vegas, wal-
loping Idaho State 36-0 and then
thumping Weber State 56-31 in
the season finale. Coach Criner
also had a full recruiting season
this year. That gave him the
personnel to make his system
work. There are 36 returning
lettermen (including nine offen-
sive linemen and seven defen-
sive starters from last season) to
which Criner added 19 junior
college transfers.
The new players, at least the
offensive linemen, are hard to
miss. Offensive tackle Harold
[cent, on page 15
.... :;., :,..':
balance and off stdde ,by, the timebeing, Mike's biggest pitche«(threestro~g innings. '.Bron~~~'in ~Hie league: r~ce.
'nibblihgaround the comers of "concern is helping the Broncos ·:Collectingthe:hitsin the,first they are c.urre.ntly.one:and a,
iftheBoiseState Br,qncosare, the, plate: That doesn't mean win' the NOR-PAC 'champion~ ,,' 'game were Kent Hoilingsworth " ..' half games back of Puget Sound' "
to make an' attempt at capturing Mike can't throw the hall 'hy, ,ship, ' " and 'Brian Efaw 'with, three, and« PortiandState. .' " ,
the Northern Pacific Baseball .people, because : he, can, he" 'safeties apiece;F~ankLacoco ~,TheBroncos;retum to action
Leagne" title, ' .Ross Vangtian. possesses an excellent slider ' :,' 'withtwo, SteyeRoach' and Wednesday in C'laweli against
must lay a heavy burden upon ',' and IasthaILand, is also very 'The Boise' State Bronco ' freshman Tim Cavan h,oth had, the -, College of Idaho. This:
, his phChing s\Off.Every ~eek. effective at Changing speeds on' ,hiisehait team, and star h .. ler ',' one hit.' ' , " .: ' weekend ',they host, 'GOnzaga
end from now until May 7th the' his pitches. . ' " Mike Crnk~~ich,ran into an old In the 6-3 nightcap" Tom University. "The four games
Bmnoosplay a pair of weekend Crnkovich ' didn " originally," nemesis in Moscow Friday- the " WIlIlams cOlIeded the win that • "against' the 'Zags willvbe '
double' headers in.NOR~pAC" select BSUto play his collegiate ' wind. A wind chill factor of ,20, , saw .the Vandals commit fiveiinportant to both the Broncos
, competition. ThoSe games don't ',hall, hut instead 'went to' degrees cost the, Broncos a 'errors. The Vandal pitchers and Gonzaga, as hath, remain
'lncludethe non.lea$Ue gameS scOttsdal~ JC'in 'J\rlzona:"His doubieheader against the Idaho ' gave up 'RBI'., to HOllingsworth, ,hehind the' le.gue.leaders.
scattered throughout the. re- 'first year the Scottsdale squad ,'Vandals, 5-4' and 9-4. In' the, Lacoco;McHenry, Patton, and .Game times for' the twin bills-are "
"'ining weeks,,' " " ' " went, to the Junior ¢allege 'opener, Crnkovich took the loss Efaw.' ' '1:00 PM Saturday' and 12:00
.The pltching>laff has proved World Series hut lost; The, ne"', andneei\ed' relief help 'frnn{The win. Saturday were ' noonan .Sunday at the, BSU
itSelf admtfably so far; alloWing season, Mike ran 'into' arm Brad McArthur in the fourth important as they kept the Diamond.
3.24 earned runs per outing ',''trouble which ~t 'his season inning.
while giving up 5.3 hits per short. Mike enjoyed pitching in 'In, the ,9-4 nightcap the
contest. Outstanding perfc)l'lu- the hot southwestern' sun' and Vandals scored slxrunsii1the
ailces have come from the whole found he is in tune to throwing bottom of the sixth to overtake '
staff and will' be counted' on: to :' iD warm' weather; , " ,', the BOise' State nine" in a '
contin~e these efforts for the' With his arm at' 1000/0, weather'short~ned contest.
next month. Crnkovich returned to the Gem Highlighting the Bronco at-
The leader' and the most: State and the J30isecartlpus~, tack Friday were Dale B~ddwin,
celebrated', member of ,the Mike' credits' coach ' Ross' ' ,who drove in ,one run and
pitching staff would have to~e Vaughan with teaching l!im how", collected three hits', Fr~nk
Silverton, Idaho native' Mike to effectively change speeds on" "Laco~, who drove in one run on
Crnkovich. The 6-3, 210 lb. his pitches, as, well as helping " two hits, and John McHenry
righthander" is Boise's top broaden his repetoire of pitches. and Wally.Foster, both who
returning mound p¢rformer, As any pitcher knows, the key collected one hit and ,one' RBI.
from last year. Mike' pitched a to good,. p'itchirig ,is good
,'no-hitter last, yeai:aga1~st the defense. Crnkovich 'feels lucky
University of Portland and in' the fact that ,he has 'an
during, the ye'ar posted a 3-4 outstanding defense backing
won-loss record with a 3.51 ERA himup and that he has a fine
in 59 'innirigs. While. those receiver, to throw to. According
statistics may not seem sensa- to Crnkovich,' catcher Steve
tional, at dose inspection, this Roach is an excellent field
big hurler will impress you ,with, leader and knows the ins and
shades of Catfish Hunter of the 'outs of pitching to individual
Yankees.' . batters in v~rious defensive,
While Crnkovich doesn't have situations., ' . '
$3;5 million in his back pocket, ' Mike Crnkovich shouldn't be
" he -does resemble the .famous passed by in the upcoming,'
New York millio~aire with his Major League draft. He has
fluid amotion', and' pitching " already been looked at by sever-
strategy. Crnkovich is a spot: albig league organizations, in-
pitcher, who attempts to keep eluding the Baltimore Orioles
'the opposition batters off and pittsburgh Pirates. But for
,by Nick Ca!iner" ' .... '.
'In Saturday'S games, the
Broncos, exploded for 22 hits"
eleven in each contest, to sweep
an important twin bill from the
same Vandal nine. The BSU
squad 'outfieldeo, outhit, and
outpitched the' Idaho team to
take 7"3and6~3 victories. Coach
Ross Vailghan'sBroncos now
boast a 4-4 NOR-PAC mark, and
a 17-11overall slate.
In the fiJ;stgaine, the Broncos
" went into extra innings tied at 3
apiece and scored four runs in
the top of' the eighth to drop
Idaho 7~3. Mark Montgomery
collected the victory in relief of
,Larry Froemmlrig~ 'Montgomery
, '
Bronco Varsity ...
the end of last season - and
, transfer, Willie" Beamon isa
contender for Hookano's old
job. Safeties Sam Miller, Egnac~
,io Balinton;.RichAbuan and
Layne .Osborne are all back fo! '
anotl1er year; as are ~outside
'linebackerS Anthony Cunning-
, ham' and Larry Polowski. Vic
Aria!! (6-3,250), Calvin Bar'nhill
(6-4, 237) and Doug Scott (6-4;
220) lOok good. In the line. But
the defense is no more im~une
to shake~ups than the offense~
.Newcomer Jeff Turpin's scrim-
mage-interception,Jor example"
'makes him a definite contender
for ~ starting role;
:... ..
,STANDINGS "
;
W LPCf. GB
"Puget SOund 6 3 .667
, Portland State 6 3 .667
Gonzaga, 3 2 .600 ' 1/3
, Boise State 4 4 .500 11/3
Idaho, " 4 5 .444 2
Seattle 2 3 .400 2
Portland 2 7 .222 4
WEEKEND RESULTS
Friday
Puget Soun~4-9, portland 3-11.
Portland State 2-12, Seattle 0-5.
Idaho 5·9, Boise State 4-4.
··Saturday'
Puget Sound 7-3, Portland State
6-2. '
. ,;'/ . '., .
Seattle' 3-7, Portland 2-3.
Boise State 7-6, 'Idaho .4-3..·
. THIS WEEK'S SCHEDULE .
.Wednesday
Portland State· at Portland
Seattle 'at Puget Sound
idaho at . Gonzaga
Saturday
Puget Sound' at. Portland St. (2)
Seattle· atPortiand (2)
,Gonzaga . at Boise State (2)
Sunday
Puget Sound at Portland (2)
Seattle ' at Portland St. (2)
Gonzaga. . at. .Boise State (2) ,
Pierc~takesfencing meet
The fencing team from the
town of Pierce; Idaho emerged
victorious from. the· Third
Annual BSU Fencing Meet that .
,washeld on April 9 and 10 in the.
BSU gymnasium. .
Individualhotiors in epee
competition went to. Bob Rears
of Pierce; Chris Cushman. of
BSU, and Steve·. Barham. of
Pierce. All placings in saber .
[cont.from page 14] . ..',
Cotton stands 6 foot 5 and tips
the· scales at 275 pounds. '
Another tackle, Doug McLeod is"
6-5, 260 and 'guard Bob Collins
is 6-2, 250. With veterans Lloyd
Cotton (6-1, '135), Alva Liles
(6~3,26O~,Jim Klotz (6:2,.250),
John Carter and Mark ' Villano
ret'urnblg" the offensive line is
large, talent(ld and experienced.
Oneofthe biggest benefactors
of that line will be running hack
Fred. Goode(5~11, 170), .,from
Sacramento; California. ·As a
sophoO-lOre)ast year, Goode $et, 1"~._••·."_~··(@j··"·~~~IR"~~~'
a new'iilCiividual sirigleseaspn' "
rushing. record' with 716 yards.·
,.But ev~n (Joode'sjob isn't safe~ .
Newcomers, 'Bob· .McCutcheon
from San Francisco,andJames'
, Jackson, a JC 'transfer from .'.
, , Birmingham, . Alabama' are,
looking fora startitigberth:. ,... ' ','" , ' .. '..
bouts were' limited to, Pie~e
team members. Mike Vaughn
was rariked first with ~teve'
Barham second and Bob Rears
finishing third.
, The tournament hosted six.
Northwestern area teams and as
. a result of.this yeai:'s tremend- .
ous success, plans are, already
llndetiVay for another 'to be hel~
in April of 1978.
I '
Front 'St.
OLYMPIC '.,BAR
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Cougars smashBSU in track
some Bronco fourth-placings:
Ross Masson in the 110 and 400
meter hurdles, Kelly Sutton in
the 100 meter dash and Jeff
Wilson in the pole vault.
Although Gary Gorrell failed
to place in any of his weight
events, his marks pleased Boise
State Head Coach Ed Jacoby.
Gorrellha'd a put of 51' -111/2 "
and sailed the discus 150. feet.
WSU's track roster reads like
a United Nations roll call, and it
was a good day for the Cougar's·
foreigners. Kenyans Joshua
Kimeto (mile) and Henry Rona
(steeplechase) were easy win-
ners. Austrailian Ian Campbell,
just a freshinan,' was a double
winner, capturing the 100 meter
dash (10.38 seconds) and the
triple jump (53'-1 "),
BYU's two Olympians didn't
fare well in the meet. 5000
meter man Henry Marsh didn't
even make it to the track
because of a broken toe.
Olympic javelin thrower Richard
George came up ten feet short
of WSU's Harry Koozentsaff's
215'-7" throw. Koozentsaff set
meet and stadium records with
that effort.
The highlight of the field
events was the double victory by
Washington State's Paul
Buxton. The Cougar's weight-
man broke the meet and
stadium records for the hammer
throw with a 215'-7" toss and
the shot put with a 61'-9112"
effort. Buxton also grabbed a
second place finish in the
discus.
by Marty Most
It's really not unusual to lose
to Washington State's 1977
National Indoor Track Champ-
ions, indoors or outdoors. And
while no one was too surprised
that the youthful, injury-riddled
Boise State track team lost to
WSU 146-39 Saturday after-
noon, nobody expected the
Cougars to methodically take
apart the meet's third partici-
pant, Brigham Young Univer-
sity 104-59.
"I was so ready, I felt so good
about the meet that I just
expected everybody else on the
team to be as primed as I was,"
said BYU's Luis Hernandez,
who captured one of his team's
three first places, a record
breaking 5000 meters. "I never
thought it would be this bad.
Everybody else just seemed
flat."
. Washington State grabbed 16
firsts in 19 events, setting five
new meet and stadium records
in the process. BYU's three
wins were in the 5000 meters,
where Hernandez turned in a
time of 14:13.72, a new meet
and stadium mark, the 400
meters and the discus, where
Ken Gardenkranz had a record-
breaking toss of 189'-111/2".
Gardcnkranz broke his own
meet record of 186' -11", set last
year.
While WSU and Brigham
Young were rewriting the record
books, the 'lroncos had to settle
for moral yictories. The best
finishes BSU could muster were
third-places in the long jump
and triple jump, both courtesy
of Art Hawkins. There were
Boise State's Art Hawldns, stretches for extra Inches during the BYU·WSU·BSU
triangular track meet Saturday. Hawkins, atJaveUn, was the only Bronco to place as
high as third during the competition.
TEAM SCORING: WSU 104,
BYU 59. WSU 146, BSU 39.
BYU 132, BSU 28.
BrIgham Young'. LaIB ,uemandez [far left] begins his Idck In the SOOOmeter
race. Hemandez·set,a ne,w s~um,reco~,I~ taking Drst place. ' "
, . , I ' • , ~., •
Former BSU performer Geny BeD eompeted at the BYU·BSU·WSU meet
Saturday ,as an Independent' entrant., .'.. ' .,. " "
• r' \ "I .. ) • ~ I ., • I.. \ 1 , \ , \ \
1 • .. I , ~ • • •
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Gullett, ,and,should t~ke th~ir ,', ERA), Lynn McGlothlen' (13-15, ", lonborg's shoulder injury pre:'
:thir~st~aighrWestem crown. ~, 3.91,' ERA> .and" rookie 'Bob vents" hinifro,performing;
, ,Knepper (1-2,3.24 ERA) will be, ",Manager Danny ,Ozark can call
,' the' starters with Randy Moffitt on either Ran4Y Lersch (13-11,',
(6-6,2.27' ERA, 14 saves), Gary , 3.35 at Oklahoma City) or
Lavelle "(10-6, '2.70' ERA, 12', ,Tommy Unerwood (10-5" ~;52
.saves) ,and, 'Cllarlie, Williams ',ERA). -The bullpen has' Tug
'(2-0, 2.96 ERA) in the bullpen. ,McG\'aw(7~6. '2.50 ERA,',' 11
, 'Only NL batting, chamk' Bili" saves), .Ron 'Reed '(8-7, ' i.46,
Madlock (.339, 15 HR, 84 RBI ERA; '14 saves)'; Gene Garber'
at Chicago); .wm Cr~Wford (9-3, 2.81 ERA; 11 saves), Ron
(.304,9 HR, 50 ~BI) and Larry Schueler (1~O,2.88ERA) and
Heindon (.288) are bright spots WaYlle 'Twitchell. (3-1, 1.74
, , offensively. .. ' , ERA).
, The . depth of the, Phillie's
" should, give them their second
,divisional pennant in a row.'
'2. Los Aageles D~ger8. The
Dodgers' hope' th,at oneoff-sea-
son trade •and several' 'trades
, ,from the' previous year come to
, ~frliition:during this season, los
Ari,geles!obtaine~Rick Monday',
(.272, 32 HR, 77 RBI) to give
thcml/the power "hitting, they .-
, , lacked over the, past years; but
they had to give up Bill Buckner
(.301, 7 HR, '28 stolen bases).
! Reggie Smith' and Dusty' Daker
wiUpatrol the outfield with
. ,Monday, and, the Dodgers hope
•that these two acquisitions from
.last year will be healthy, and
improve on their respective .253 '
18 HR,49 RBI and.242, 4 HR, ' '
39,RBI figures. LA can count on ,
.more good 'years from Steve'
, Garvey (.317~ 13 HR; 80 RBI),
, Ron Cey(.277, 23 HR, 80 RBI),
Bill Russell (.274,5 HR, 65 RBI)
and improvement form keyston-
er Davey lopes (.241,63 stolen
basesr.. Catching' is sound
defensively, but more offensive
production is needed from Steve
Ye~ger (.214; 11 HR, 35 RBI).
Pitching is strong once again
'with the .likes of Don, Sutton
(21-1,0, 3.06 ERA), Doug Rau '
(16-12, 2.57 ERA) and Burt
Hooton (11-15, 3.25 ERA). A
bullpen led by Charlie Hough
(12-:8,2.iO' ERA, '18 ,saves) and
,Stan Wall (i-2, 3.60 ERA) .is' "
"more than adequate.
If the Dodgers can scOre more'
runs this year ,they' could be in
the thick of things right down to
the wire.
s. AtlaDfa' Braves. The' Braves
added power during the off-sea- ,
son but .lack of pitching: depth
will hurt them. Jeff Burroughs
(.237; 18 HR; 86 RBI) arid Gary
Mathews (:279, 20HR, 84 ,RBI), ,
"but beyond them, hitting is
suspect .. Andy Messersmith'
(11-11, 3:04 ERA), Phil Niekro
(17-11, 3.29' ERA) and Dick'
Ruthven (14-17, 4.20 ERA)' are
set as' starters and Mike
.Marshall (6-4, ,4.00 ERA, 14
saves) as the top reliever. But
beyond these four lies big
trouble.
'6. BoustonAstros. Houston is
bankiQg its hopes this year on
rookie or sophomore-year pitch~
,ers. Unpredictability should be
the ,result-either Houston will','
challenge the Reds 'for first, or ' .•'
they'll bomb-the option most,
, likely. The Astros have ,a solid
lineup with' Cesar Cedeno (.297, '
18 HR, 83 RBI, 58 stolen bases),
: Bob Watson (.313', 16 HR, 102 '
, RBI), Enos Cabell (.273, 35,SB),
Greg Gross (.286), Leon Roberts
(.289) and Jose Cruz (.303,28
stolen bases). Pitching will be
handled by J~R. Richard (20-15,
2.75 ~RA), Joaquin Andiyar
,_ (9-10, 3~61ERA), and young-
'. ,sters Don Larsoll (5-8, ,3.03
, ERA), Bo McLaughlin (4-5, 2.84
ERA) and Mark Lemongello ',:
(3.1,2.79 ERA).,
'2.Plttsburgb' Pirates., During
the off-season, the Bucs traded
two bats for two' arms and a
manager. Its unlikely .that the
trades will bring a pennant to
the Steel City.' New manag~i - "
.Chuck Tanner has his work cut '
out for hi~. The Pirates, once"
the best hitting -team itl
baseball, have aged and simply'
don't hit as well as they used-to.
Al Oliver (.323, 12 HR, 61 RBI), ,
Dave Parker (.313,.'13 HR, 90'
RBI) and Bill Robinson (:303,21 ' 4. 'St~ louis Cardinals. The
HR, 64 RBI) 'produce last year, 'Cardinais are led' ~ff~n~ivety by
but Robinson, at 34, can't be -LouBrock (.301; 4 HR, 67 RBI" -
,expected to repeat that, per 56 stolen bases) ,who need oidy
. forniance. Willie Stargell (.257, 28 stolen ,bases to ,break, ,Ty
'20HR, 65 RBI), Rennie Stennett Cobb's a1J~time,major Jeagu~
, (2 HR, 60' RBI,. .~57),' FranJc.' 'stolen base' record. Ted Sim-
Taveras (.258,\ 58 ,stolen bases) , ' rii~ns (.291.:5,HR; .75 RBI), '
and Dave Nelson man'the 'Keith,Hernandez,(:2&9~ 7,HR,
'infield, but their ,fielding is, 46 RBI), Ken Reitz (.267, 5 HR, '
somewhat less than, excellent. 66RBI),MikeAnderson ,(~291) ,
Duffy" Dyer can' catch, but' and BakeMcBrid~ <.:335)supply'
doesn't hit (.223) and; 'Ed Ott plenty' of ,offense "for the.
(.308) hits,' but is horrendous' Cardirials.Th,e, ,pitch~ng ,staff,
defensively. was improved over the',",inter by
Pitching seems to be ast'rong ,the acquisition o'f Larry' ,Dierker
suit, :with starters such ,as John, (13~14, 3.6~rERAfr(>'ni 'Houston:
Candelaria (16-7, 3.1SERA), and JohnD'A.~quisto'froin'San
Bruce Kison (14-9,3:08' ERA)' FrancisCo. '~etuming ':will be
and Jerry Reuss (14-9,3.53 John D~n~y, (:1.1:9, 2:p4 E~A),
ERA); Jim'Rooker (15·8; ,3;35" Pete'Falcorie '(12~16;':3.23 ERA)
,i3RA)'arid, Larry Demery (10,~1, : and:: Bob:: For~ch "(8~.10;.3. 94,
3.17 ERA). Additions ·Terry,E~A) ..~,Ma~~ge,~,~:Vem:,Rapp'
Forster and Rich (Jossage were,', ,', hopes A(.:~r:l;l""O's~Y:':(8·6',':3.94~
misused'" as starters ,by , tl}e, ERA. 13 saves) will return to 'his:
Whit,e' soxlas(year; and 'their:', ' , ·1975 form,"(13~~;~2:0(E~A;: '22'
combined 11·29,,4.37 ERA' does' , sav~s)' iil ..r~liet,', :':,,:
, ' not indicate that' they !lre' ,very ,,
fine relIef speeiilli$ts.' ''''Kent ~ " ," ,,:, "
'Tekulve(5~3: 2045, BaA) and, '" -,S.Cblc'ago ';C~b8~,:'Chi~ago
Grant Jackson (7-1, 2.S4'E~A) ,picte'd ,~p~B.ili,'BlickI,te~(:301,' 7,
provide d:epth in the bullpen';, ,',,' ,'HRi ~ ,a,:BI,;';2~::'st~len: bases) ','
, " ' from'LA,a~( ~~bbY Mlirce'r
", (:259, 2~'~ll',:90 l{BI;:'12-stolen
3.New Y~rkMete. The,Met~had 'bases)'fioin:'SF,over thewlnter
the b~st, pitching staff hi', the, ,,' but. failed,' to:' 'a4d :,'strength ,Jo: .
, NatiOl~al Le~gue last year an( theirlackhi,ster ,pit~hing staff.
will pro~a~~y:have th~ :~est t~is ' "':;' :. i~~~.'0.. page IS]. . '" .
, ,ye~r-but with -an offense such as
.the. New,Yorkers have, it' wo~;t
make a d'ifference.Tom Seaver
,', (14~11, 2.59 ERA), :Jerry KOo~- ,
man (21·10, 2.70 ERA) and Jon'
• Matlack '(17-10, 2.95 ERA)' will
be joined by' Jackson" Todd
(13-19;2.91 ERA af Tidewater)
and Craig Swan (6~9, 3.55 ERA)' '
in the starting rotation, Skip
lockWood,'(10·7. 2. 68 ERA, 19 '
saves) ,and Bob Apodaca ' (3~7, '
2.80 ERA) head Jhe relief corp.
"Offensively, the Mets are led.
, , by firstbasemanJoe'Torre (;306,
5 HR, 31 RBI); Felix Millan
(.282, 1 HR,35 RBI) and Ed
" Kranep.oOl(.292,10 HR, 49 RBI)
and .John Milner (.271', 15 HR,
78 'RBI)~Dave Kingman (.238,
31 HIt 86 ,RBI) provided the
'long -ball for the Mets last year, '
but , a contract dispute , this
spring could keep.him out of the
lineup this, year; andatra~e is
not out.ofthe question. '
',If the', offense can produce
"mote runs-for the pitching'staff,
the Mets 'could chaliellge 'the
Phillies.
r
3.San Diego Padres. San Diego
will be the most improved team,
in the senior circuit this year
with the, addition of outfielder
',George Hendrick (.265, 25 HR,
81 ,RBI), catcher Gene. Tenace
,(.249~ 22 HR, 66 RBI) and
reliever Rollie Fingers (13-11,
2.47 ERA, 20 saves). Of last
year's regular starters; only first,
baseman Mike Ivie (.291, 7 HR,
'70 RBI), , thirdsa,cker Doug,
Rader (.257, 9 HR, 55 RBI) and
outfielder Dave' Winfield (;283, '
, 13 HR, 69 RBI) remain. The
middle ~f the infield' will be'
~anned by' rookies, Bill Almon
'(.291 at, Jlawaii) and ,Mike,
,', Champion '(9 HR, 65 RBI, .267
at Hawaii), a pair of. potential
Golden Glove winners. Jerry,
Turner, Gene, Richards, ,and '
ex-APgel Bobby Valentme will-
',', battlefof the left-field spot. '
, Cy, Young' Award' winner
•,Randy ~ones (22-1,4; 2;74,ERA)
leads the young Padre staff,:
which includes Dllve F,reisleben '
(10~13,"3.51 ERA); Tom OritKo '
(4-3,2.96 ERA) and BrentStrom
, (12-16~3;28ERA);,The bullperi,
c>f Fjngers, Butch ':~etzger "
.. , (11.4,2.92' EU, 16 saves), .lind '
'Dave Tomlin (2.84 ERA) should
',be ,thebest,iri the leagtie:' "
. ,1: .
Nadonal teaiu~ East ,. . . . .
" '
will host the first annual
All-Idaho meet with women's
competition on Friday and the
men's events taking place on
Saturday. Coach Genger Fahle-
son is enthusiastic about the
weekend meet. "This is the first
time all the Idaho schools will be
able, to meet together for
cO'mpetition," she said. "We're
expecting a really good meet."
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Women toke loss in trock
Men humble opponents
Also scoring for BSU was Kim
Erekson who took first in the
high jump with 4-10 and placed
second 'in the discus and shot
put to Central's Cathy Pottle.
Pottle hurled the discus 158-7V4
to earn hercthe number one
throw in the Northwest for this
season.
by Julie HowardMike Megale. Nelson Gourley,
Mark Brown, and Huey Reed.
The remaining two slots appear
to be up for grabs among Sam
Weber, Paul Wright and Dave
Greiser. Wright and Greiser
have been sent up from the
junior varsity for the last few
matches; none of the three has,
had much trouble against recent ,
opponents in singles or doubles.
The BSU squad has raised
their record to 5-6 in meets this
season after a rocky California
trip which saw the Broncos win
only one match against six
losses. Since that trip, BSU has
not lost one i,ndividual match,
going through Idaho State
University before this past
week's three matches. The
doubles team of' Megale and
Gourley remain undefeated for
the year.
by Bud Humphrey
Wet and chilly weather
spelled out defeat for the Boise
State women's track team
Saturday as the short-numberec:l
traveling team lost to Central
Washington State 69-51 in
Ellensburg, Washington.
With only nine women com-
peting for BSU, the Broncos
captured five out of 14 total
events but missed' out on their
usually strong relay runs be-
cause of the small traveling
team.
With two meet victories and
the one loss the consistency of
the BSU women is beginning to
show ~hrough. In last week's
meet Barb Buchan won both the
1500 and 3000 meters with
respective times of 5:47.3 and
11:54.3 to score the only double
of the meet for Boise State.
Buchan remains undefeated in
the mile and metric mile events.
Cindy Woodworth won the
800 meters running 2:36.05 to
maintain her dominance of the
880 yard-800 meter events.
Tanda White grabbed a first in
the 200 meters with a time of
27.0 and placed second to
Central sprinter Cindy Riggs
(11.8) with a 12.7 run in the 100
meters. White has only lost once
in both events.
After humbling three straight
opponents 9-0, Boise State's
men's tennis team will travel to
Nampa to face those same
opponents in a draw tournament
April 15 and 16. Northwest
Nazarene is the host for the
tourney, and their guests will
include BSU, Treasure Valley
Community College, Eastern
Oregon State College and
College of Idaho.
Last week, the Broncos won
every match against NNC,
TVCC and EOSC in that order.
Cornwell will only be able to
take six players to Nampa, so he
won't be as free to rest players.
The lineup, according to Corn-
well, hasn't been completely set
yet; however, the best bets to
fill the first four spots will be
This weekend the Broncos
r Intramural Notes 1
Co.Ed Softball Scores
MM Marmots 13, Odd Bailers 3.
Mankos 17, Softballers O.
Backdoor 19, TKE 8.
CCPO 13, Scoops 9.
UFA Maya's 1, C. Club o. forfeit
Expose 13, Top Ten 2.
Skippers 14, HRAKA 4.
Master Batters 14, 6gers 4.
Schmegals 13, Bionic Bats 12.
Bunting Beauties 12, Bla-
sheegas 8. '
Skippers 10, Hard Part 9.
Hard Part 14, 6gers 13.
Jayhawkers 14, Texas Leaguers
13. '
Mankos 11, MM Marmots 10.
Backdoor 17, Scoops 7.
Flashers 17, Mits 14.
UFA Maya's 13, BAMF 9.
Expose'l, C. Club o, forfeit
Women netters prepare for ISU
against the U of I and Montana.
BSU easily defeated the Vandals
on Friday, 7-2.
The Broncos then slipped past
the University of Montana
netters 5-4.
The Boise State women's
tennis team gained match
victories over Northwest Naza-
rene, Idaho, and the University
of Montana last week to remain
undefeated for the season at
7-0. '
The Broncos blanked NNC 9-0
on Tuesday for the second time
this year before traveling to
Moscow for weekend action
The Boise State women travel to
Pocatello this weekend for
matches against Idaho State
University and Montana State.
"bea doyou say Budweisel®?
o When I think about pizza. 0When my wallet says I can't afford pizza.
o When the delivery guy leaves three large pizzas
(with everything) at my door by mistake.
League A
Mankos
Jayhawkers
M.M. Marmots
Odd Bailers
Softballers .
Texas Leaguers
2-0
1-0
1-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
League B
Backdoor
C.C.P.O.
Flashers
Mits
T.K.E.
Scoops
2-0
1-0
1-0
0-1
0-1
0-2
League C
Expose
U.F.A. Maya's
B.A.M~F.
Top Ten
Comer Clubbers
2-0
2-0
0-1
0-1
0-2
League D
Skippers
Master Batters
Hard Part
Easy Sliders
HRAKA
6ger's
2-0
1-0
I-I
0-0
0-1
0-2
League E
Bunting Beauties 1-0
Schmegals 1-0
Bad News Beavers 0-0
Bionic Bats 0-1
Blasheegas 0-1
(Reds, Pni/fies..... )
[eont, from page 17]
Ray Burris (15-13, 3.11 ERA),
Rick Reuschel (14-12, 3.46
ERA), Steve Renko (8-12,3.99
ERA) and Bill Bonham (9-13,
4.27 ERA) return as starters,
but only Bruce Sutter (6-3, 2.71
ERA. 10 saves) performed well
out of the bullpen. Owner Phil
Wrigley may have to resort to
giving out free gum to keep the
fans coming to the ballpark.
6. Montreal Expos. Montreal
added Dave Cash (.284, 1 HR,
5~ RBI) and Tony Perez (.260.
19 HR. 91 RBI) to their offense
and Jackie Brown (9-11, 4.25
ERA) and reliever Will McEn-
aney (2-6. 4.88 ERA) to their
pitching staff, but these addi-
tions won't help the Expos rise
out of last place in the East.
Steve Rogers is the top
returning pitcher (7-17, 3.21
ERA). Pinch-hitter and parttime
catcher .Jose Morales (.316, 4
HR, 37 RBI) is the leading
hitter. Leading hitter among
returning regulars is Tim Foli
(.264, 6 HR, 54 RBI).
'. -.-
lEATHER', : ',' .:1 "
, H1KING 'BOOIS' .
, Mad. To Sel '2:~88
fol S4.oo~,. SUPe&.SWEATER· 88
&;Iv CIlItjlili hilmg this Made To Sel AA 88 OUI Reg. 10.00 7 .
Springin these RIgged, For65.00...... Prutect'fOI!l books ltom .
lealtler llied, mountain boots., Rugged 1~ r¥0n outer
. Men's in suede ~r smooth mak8sthis high~· abrasion...
leather. Womens. in sUedeonlv· resistant. ,W-ithoL.:hood·on~.
IRSCH: ¥lEIS . '
, . 2~' LB. DAC.II
~J ' '1.999' SLEEPING BAG ' . '
. ' , ' . . Made To Sell For'29.9S ' .'..
White Stag quality at an u~beli8Vab~ low ,pricel D~cron II' ~ .
'. . lling, .nvJonct1Jer. :i4SS6 " : '
...
.
F. ~,r
r.:J"
That friendly feeling .
far from home.
The most important thing in your life right now, is
probably not your bank.
And that's as it should be.
You aren't here to worry about your bank. But your bank
should be here to worry about you.
And we are.
That's the First Security feeling. Confidence, security, trust.
If you're from anyone of over 100 Intermountain cities,
you may have grown up with that feeling. And you have
every right to expect it here.
Even if First Security was not your bank at home, we want
.to be your bank here.
. Come in.
fi,sl Security BQnk
MEMBER FDIC
-------
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